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Yep, you can really tell Larry has been going
to college, because here are some...

BOOK REVIEWS

new way of seeing the world, one which intrigued me while at the
same time making me distinctly uneasy about the way the women
characters let their lives be governed so completely by the (mostly
idiotic) men they manage to get involved with. There's kind of a
fatalistic attitude, like you can't really expect too much out of men
so you have to put up with what you get. On the other hand, the
novel is set in the 1950s, so maybe men really were that much
stupider back then. The novel is also highly non-linear, not
usually a plus in my book, but I'll make an exception for this one.
Highly recommended.

The Protestant
Max Weber

Lost Illusions de Balzac
One of the first great modem novels, it brilliantly chronicles
the emergence of urban civilization in a way that a straight
historian could never come close to. Balzac is often compared with
Dickens, who was writing contemporaneously on similar subjects,
would be expected of a Frenchman, Balzac's style is richer
but
,more ornate, and sensual. Cutting across class and status lines, it
also comes off as more real. An amazing tapestry of human
ambition and folly, questioning whether there's even any difference
between the two. Long, but well worth it.

Ralph Ellison
Invisible Man · You can read this as one of the best books ever written on
growing up black in America, but it has a broader meaning as well:
the narrator's blackness can be read as a metaphor for the
invisibility that we all experience as a result of the social
categories in which we are inevitably placed. Reads equally well as
history, sociology, polemic, or just a great story.
Hollywood - Gore Vidal
In my opinion, Vidal is not only one of the best living
American writers; he's one of our best historians as well.
Conventional academics might quarrel with that latter assessment,
since most of Vidal's historical writing is, like this, in novelized
form. But the history is solid, and the fact that it's enjoyable
reading shouldn't detract from its value. The Chinese, remember,
have traditionally seen history as a form of poetry ("History
doesn't repeat, but it rhymes") rather than a quantifiable quasiscience, the way it's been treated in America and Western Europe.
That said, Hollywood,
the sixth in a series that spans
American history from the 1790s to the 1960s, is a little weak.
Still highly enjoyable, it sometimes reads as though the characters
have become mere vehicles for Vidals's pronouncements (a classic
Chinese technique, by the way), at the price of losing the human
quality that in the past has made Vidal's work stand out from more
conventional history.
I'd recommmend this one anyway,
especially for its elucidation of America's disastrous entry into
World War I under the direction of the megalomaniacal Woodrow
Wilson; the parallels to George Bush's headlong plunge into the
Persian Gulf are frightening.
The Last Intellectuals Russell Jacoby
Who cares about intellectuals anyway? Nobody, according to
Russell Jacoby, who's convinced that whatever intellectual
tradition once existed in this country has all but vanished, surving
only in very attenuated form in the largely ineffectual halls of
academia. He argues that the restructuring of American society that
produced into a .disjointed mass of suburbs and malls has eliminated
the bohemian centers like Greenwich Village and San Francisco's
North Beach where intellectuals have gathered throughout history.
His reasoning is wrong, of course; it's like a hippie arguing that
there can't be. a counterculture anymore because the old HaightAshbury has been destroyed and gentrified. There is a whole new
generation of writers and artists who don't speak Jacoby's
language, and as a result are invisible to him. But it's true that most
of them have had little or no impact on society at large, which
under the old "if a tree falls in the forest ... " argument, makes
Jacoby's concerns both relevant and well worth reading about.
The Golden Notebook - Doris Lessing
I'm tempted to say that this book expresses as well as
anything ever written what it's like to be a woman, but of course I
can't, since I have absolutely no experience as a member of that
gender; But The Golden Notebook did lead me into a completely

Ethic

and The Spirit

of Capitalism -

Some people might find this a little dry, but compared to most
of Weber's work it reads like a short story or a magazine article. It
isn't very long, and it provides one of the most concise and
damning indictments of both religion and capitalism that I've ever
encountered.
Its centerpiece is Weber's theory, now widely
accepted, of how the Protestant Reformation translated itself into
the all-consuming greed that characterizes modem western society
("Specialists without spirit, sensualists without heart; this nullity
imagines that it has reached a level of civilization never before
achieved.") Weber is at his most effective when he rails against die
Entzauberung der Welt, the elimination of magic from the world in
favor of a coldly bureaucratic religion presided over by a God who
resembles the CEO of a large corporation and which harbors "a
fundamental antagonism to sensuous culture of all kinds." Read it
and weep.
The Sixties:

Years

of Hope,

Days

of Rage

-

Todd

Gitlin

UC Berkeley sociology professor and former SOS president
Todd Gitlin's magnum opus (so far). He gives a pretty good
political history of the 60s, but only catches the edges of the
cultural buzz.
Not surprising, considering the East Coast
intellectual tradition he comes from; I knew a lot of people with
similar outlooks before I moved to California. Another flaw: like
most 60s radicals, he fails to see the continuity between his
movement and current countercultural trends and assumes the whole
thing petered out somewhere in the 1970s - about the time he went
back to grad school, in fact. A useful historical document,
nonetheless, and often entertaining reading.
White Noise - Don DeLillo
This is supposed to a "postmodern" novel, whatever that
means. What's more important is that it's funny as hell. What's no
funny is its sense of terminal detachment from passion, caring,
involvement, anything. What Spy magazine called "the irony
epidemic" in full effect.
The Trial of Socrates • I.F. Stone
"All of western philosophy is but a footnote to Plato," said
Whitehead. Here's something that isn't. Only a heavy duty
intellect would dare to take on Socrates, who occupies a position in
the secular pantheon akin to that held by Jesus in the religious
sphere, but Stone doesn't shrink from the task: At the, age of 80 he
taught himself Greek so as to be able to examme Plato s texts in the
original, and then set about in this, his last work before his death,
to debunk the near-mystical aura that 2500 years of western
civilization have hung on old Socrates. Stone fmds him cynical,
manipulative, and profoundly anti-democratic. In other words, no
one to be admired at all, and one of the originators of the cult of
reckless individualism that has multiplied like ·a virus until in our
own time, the notion of society itself is regularly called into
question ("There is no such thing as society, only individuals,"
says the noted contemporary philosopher and stateswoman
Margaret Thatcher). A monumental work, one that cements Stone's
position as one of the most important thinkers of our time.
The Handmaid's Tale - Margaret Atwood
A brilliant and terrifying account of life in not too implausible
future where right wing Christian• fundamentalists have gained
power and use it to return women to their Biblical status as breeders
and servants. Just when you're starting to enjoy the book on the
level of pure suspense and adventure, you're jerked back to the
unpleasant reality that there are plenty of people, some already
holding high pelitical office, who aspire to a world not all that
different from the one portrayed here. If you don't read this book, at
least see the movie. Not too upbeat, but very thought provoking.
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Over One HundredThousand IraquisDead;
"MiraculouslyLight Casualties"Says US
The banners fly, the bands play, and the old men speak of a glorious victory for "our" side. The soldiers come marching home,
their fresh-faced innocence barely scathed by a "war" that barely happened.
Despite what the television told you, there was no great military strategy, there were no fierce battles, there was no heroic
invasion, and certainly there was no triumphant liberation. The flag waving, the paeans to "our brave troops," the chest-pounding
patriotism, can not disguise the fact that what happened in the Middle East was the systematic slaughter of over one hundred thousand
people.
Though the media hastened to create them, heroes were hard to find in this so-called war. It doesn't take much courage to drop
chemical weapons on nearly defenseless trooops from five miles in the sky. It takes none at all to sit in a luxury hotel hundreds of
miles from any fighting and unleash the greatest bombardment in human history on a country that has only recently entered the
twentieth century.
The grinning butterball generals, Schwarzkopf and Powell, were not military geniuses; they were Eichmanns presiding over a
holocaust. The soldiers they directed were not brave fighting men and women; they were the "good Germans" who loaded Jews into
boxcars and gas canisters into death chambers. And the wavers of flags and yellow ribbons who cheered them on from here in
America may as well have been waving swastikas, because if there is any difference between what America did to Iraq and what
Germany did to Europe, it is only that we did it with greater efficiency.

America's orgy of Middle East bloodletting brought out the best
and the worst in the Emerald Triangle. On the bright side, there were
peace demonstrations in nearly every town and hamlet from Santa
Rosa to Arcata. Even Laytonville saw fifty or so hardy souls
marching on Highway 101,. and in Willits, a hefty portion of the
towns high school students walked out of class and came close to
blockading the highway .
On the not so bright side, yellow ribbon-itis ran wild. Local
patriots found the slaughter of vast numbers of human beings even
more stimulating than the bulldozing of old growth forests and the
yellow of cowardice and bullying was seen everywhere in joined to
the red, white and blue of blood, death, and incipient fascism.
Laytonville was especially awash in flags and yellow ribbons,
though it probably couldn't match Myers Flat, which greeted any
strangers unfortunate to wander into that hapless sinkhole with a
huge banner reading : "THIS TOWN IS NOT A SANCTUARY." A
whole slough of bubbas sat under the banner, in the middle of the
town's one sidewalk, watching TV and glowering as if to emphasize
the point. Can you imagine anyone taking sanctuary in Myers Flat?
I don't know if there was ever a desperado that desperate.
TI1e Myers Flat banner referred of course to Arcata, one of the
few outposts of civilization in northern Humboldt County, where the
City Council voted to grant sanctuary to war resistors. This bit of
courage didn't last Jong in the face of an invasion of a small army of
chcst-thumpers and yahoos from the underbelly of rural Humboldt
who had soon intimidated the majority of Arcata businesses into
displaying posters that ostensibly read "We Support America" but
that really said "We Support Mass Murder in the Middle East And The
Brutal Suppression of All Dissent At Home."
The City Council quickly caved into this ugly display and
rescinded its resolution. It's safe to say they won't be taking any
courageous political stands again any time soon.

High School Athletics:
BringingOut The Best?
Listening to Rick Thorngate's talk show on KM1:)D one day
last year, I was surprised to hear him waxing rhapsodic about the
merits of high school sports, football in particular.
,
It builds character, he maintained, produces the qualities we 11
need in our leaders of tomorrow, and provides a much-needed outlet
for young males to vent their testosterone-driven impulses to
commit violence on one another.
.
Besides, he asked rhetorically, would you rather see your kids
playing football or smoking crack? (Gee, mom, is that the only
choice we get?)
.
Ignoring for the moment the implicit sexism of assuming that
high school athletics are conducted pnmanly for the benefit of
young men, I'd like to point out that as far as I knew, the nature
result of elevated testosterone levels is a heightened interest in
sex, not violence, and that in fact much of the violence and
competition engaged in by men of all ages flows drrectly from
frustrated sexuality.
.
And while I'm pretty far removed in _years from being a
teenager, it seems obvious that any normal high school-aged male
would prefer to vent his excessive testosterone m some good
healthy sex rather than having his body slammed into the astroturf
by some steroid-drenched behemoth.
But there's a lot else wrong with Rick's argument. He
supposes that because competition is an everyday reality in todays
world, competitive sports are a valuable preparation for that world.
By the same logic, perhaps schools should sponsor gang fights
(under proper supervision and with weaponry limited !o the
nonlethal variety, of course). I mean, that's whats real hfe 1s like,
isn't it?
I would prefer to think that education should improve on past
ways of doing things, and for that reason, physical education
should focus on cooperation, not competition. Interscholastic
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football is a sport which by nature is limited to the biggest, the
strongest, and the meanest. Track and field, volleyball bicycling,
tennis, while they contain an element of compet1t10n, are not
directly focused on beating the brains out of one's opponent. And
then there are activities like hiking or mountain climbing: these
are not only open to people of all sizes and shapes, but reqmre
active cooperation to be successful.
Another activity I'd like to see incorporated into physical
education programs: skateboarding. It wont happen any time
soon, because school and civic authorities are still trying to stamp
it out for some benighted reason.
But anyone who thinks
skateboarding isn't a demanding and strenuous sport has obviously
never set foot on one of the four-wheeled monsters. Better yet,
some of the best skateboarders are the scrawny little kids who are
always getting pushed around by the hulking bullies who excel at
sports like football. It would be a pleasant role reversal_ to see the
jocks have to swallow their pride and learn from the kids they ve
been conditioned to look down on.
Which brings me to my last point, the idea that high school
football builds character and/or leadership qualities.
It most
certainly does not. If anything, it breeds followers'. the kind who
unquestioningly will follow a president or commandmg officer into
battle, the kind who exhibit a casual contempt for anyone smaller
or weaker than themselves, the kind who think that the best way to
resolve conflict is by brute force. Ask any skinny high school kid
who might have the "wrong" kind of haircut or who dresses a little
differently from the masses if his local gridiron heroes are the sort
of people he looks up to. More likely he spends his time looking
out for them.
That said, I'm not suggesting that there shouldn't be high
school football programs, just that they shouldn't devour the lion's
share of physical education funds while serving only a relative
handful of (male) students. As is stands now, interscholastic
football is the school system's version of the defense budget:
massively out of proportion to value received.

Brotherhood, Teamwork, Solidarity
= More Efficient Mass Murder
The above was written last summer, before as series of snafus
caused this edition of the Lookout to be almost terminally delayed.
Since then, Rick Thorngate again managed to astound me with an
almost transcendent burst of illogic. In a recent issue of the New
Settler Interview, he tells Beth Bosk that even though he was a
draft card burning, radical resistor of the Vietnam War, he decided to
join the military and participate in that war. His reasoning:
blacks, Hispanics, and lower-class whites were being forced to
fight in Vietnam; therefore he thought he should take his place
alongside his "brothers" and share the hardships they were
suffering.
With all due efforts to remain polite to one whose integrity I
essentially respect, I can't help but observe that Thorngate's
reasoning seems seriously flawed. How can one justify showing
solidarity with the oppressed citizens of one's own country when
the purpose of that solidarity is the mass murder of the oppressed
citizens of another country?
Thorngate also spouted a slightly left-wing version of the
"Support Our Troops" gobbledygook that infected the political
discourse of the country during the recent outburst of genocide in
Iraq. Support our troops? I don't have any troops, and neither does
anyone else I know. If we did, we'd send them straight to
Washington to arrest George Bush and most of the sycophantic,
power-worshipping US Congress and put them on trial for war
crimes.
With all due sympathy for the oppressed and deluded members
of the underclass who were propagandized into believing that they
could advance their own interests by joining an organization
whose stated purpose is .the mass killing of people even less
fortunate than themselves, I refuse to overlook the fact that "our
troops" are essentially mercenaries and mass murderers. They
deserve our support about as much as did the German soldiers who
were "only following orders."

"Broke" County Still Finds
Funds For Pot Witch Hunt
Mendocino County, teetering on the brink of bankruptcy for the
past several years, is still finding money to hunt down growers and
purveyors of the county's #1 cash crop. Well, not just any old
growers; probably half of Mendo's ruling class, including a hefty
percentage of the most virulent Yellow Ribbon and Ball crowd, has
had a hand in the pot trade at one time another.
But growers who refuse to play along with the power structure,
particularly those who become active in environmental or leftist
politics, are fair game, as evidenced by the case of writer, activist,
and former County School Board trustee Don Lipmansort.
Lipmanson, who has devoted the bulk of his time over the past
decade to public service, ended up doing time in jail for the "crime"
of growing 16 marijuana plants. Mendocino County spent upwards
of a hundred thousand dollars to put him there, going so far as to
station three deputies with video cameras out in the woods for days
on end trying to catch Lipmanson in the act. This from a county so
broke it had to mortgage its courthouse to the Japanese.
Mendocino County's criminal justice system is just that:
criminal. When DA Susan Massini and chief gofer C. David Eyster
aren't squandering public funds on persecuting political activists,
they're hounding, harassing, and jailing the poorest and most
helpless citizens of the county's growing underclass. Meanwhile,
they completely ignore (when not actively aiding and abetting) the
institutionalized robbery and violence perpetrated on all of us by the
likes of Louisiana-Pacific.
I've said it before and I'll keep saying it until it penetrates some
of the thick skulls out there: marijuana growers, even the greediest
and most insensitive of them, are producing, with minimal
environmental impact, a relatively benign herb for voluntary
consumption.
Timber companies like Louisiana Pacific, on the other hand,
have destroyed our fisheries, poured tons of toxic chemicals into the
air and water that we all consume, and if left unchecked will tum our
once-flourishing rain forest into a desert. These are consequences
that all of us must live with us, even if we have never derived the
slightest bit of benefit from Louisiana-Pacific's operations.
Why then is Don Lipmanson going to jail while Harry Merlo is
making eight million dollars of year? One simple answer, really:
corruption. Most of our county government is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Louisiana PaciQc. People like Marilyn Butcher,
Nelson Redding, Susan Massini, or C. David Eyster are pure and
simply criminals. Look behind their expensive clothing, cars, and
offices and you'll see vicious thugs.
Most people, on hearing the word "crime," think of the mugger
who jumps out of an alley, hits you on the head, and takes off with
your wallet. But while traumatic, the long-term damage done by a
mugger is usually not great, nor is the financial loss. The mugging
done on all of us by our corrupt local officials goes on every day, its
effects will last for centuries, and the loss in terms of both money
and quality of life is incalculable.
Harry Merlo should be in jail. Susan Massini should be in jail.
C. David Eyster, Marilyn Butcher, and Nelson Redding should all be
in jail, or at least stripped of their ill-gotten gains and required to
work in some community service program until they've atoned for
the harm they've done to the environment and their fellow citizens.
Until they are, our county government is an illegitimate and criminal
institution which deserves absolutely no cooperation, respect, or
support from any of us. And Don Lipmanson? If we ever get
anything resembling democracy around here, I think he'd make a fine
county supervisor.
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longer I hve, the more I become convmced that organized religion
is one of the most pernicious influences ever unleashed upon this
long-suffering planet.
That's not to downplay the sincerity of many of the
individuals who subscribe to one of the world's religions nor the
good works they have performed. I have no quarrel with churches
that truly devote themselves to feeding the hungry or caring for the
sick .. But for most churches these Christ (or Buddha, etc.)-like
functions take a back seat to the wielding of power and the
suppression of all that is joyful and pleasurable in human life.
I have extensive personal experience with the Catholic
Church, being a twelve-year victim of its educational facilities.
While I received an excellent grounding in English, history, and
math, I'm not sure I'll ever recover completely from the emotional
damage caused by a constant regimen of psychological warfare
aimed, apparently, at reducmg healthy, happy children to a state of
quivering, abject .terror.
What else can be the point of telling wide-eyed six year-olds,
in lengthy, tedious, and graphic detail, the torments suffered by
souls condemned to hell? I remember as if it were yesterday, that
stuffy classroom on a hot September afternoon in 1953, my neck
chafing from a brand new white shirt and smartly fixed bow tie.
"Children," the nun was saying, "do you know how it feels
when you burn your finger on the stove? How much it hurts?"
We gravely nodded.
"Then just imagine if you were burning like that all over your
whole body, only in a flame ten times, a hundred times hotter than
that tove. And no matter how much it burns, you never burn up,
you Just keep burnmg and burnmg and burning . And that goes on
forever and ever. Do you know what forever means?"
We didn't.
"Do you know how when you're waiting for school to be over
so you can go outside and play, it seems like the bell will never
ring? And if you look at the clock, it seems to be standing still?"
We understood that, all right.
"Well, that's what it's like in hell, only there the bell will
never, ever ring."
For some reason it didn't seem so hot anymore. In fact there
was a definite chill in the air.
"Now how many of you children want to go to hell when you
die?"
No hands were raised; many heads shook in a resounding
negative.
"Yes, that's what you say now, but the sad truth is that many of
you will in fact end up in hell unless you are very, very careful."
Then she was off again, this time describing the horrors
suffered by Our Lord on the Cross as a result of our wickedness .
"You know how it feels when you prick your finger with a pin?
Well, the nails they drove through Jesus' hand ... etc. etc ..."
Although my own association with the Catholicism ended in
my teenage years, I was aware that the church did seem to be
changing: in many respects becoming more liberal. On the couple
of occasions that I attended Mass at the old parish, I noticed a
distinctly more relaxed atmosphere. For gosh sakes, one of the
priests had even grown a beard!
And instead of preaching hellfire' and arcane dogma, the church
did seem to be trying to come to terms with the 20th century. In
some cases 1t actually appeared to be following the dictates of its
ostensible founder, one J. Christ, who had urged helping the poor,
defendmg the downtrodden, etc. etc. In Latin America, some
priests were even at the forefront of the struggle against US
colonialism.
a....:! But the accession of the current pope, John Paul Somethingor-other
or-other, seems to have been the religious equivalent of Reagan's

Catholic Church has been rushmg headlong mto the past,
fol!owing the trail blazed _by Islamic neo-medievalists who can't
wait to estabhsh a world-wide theocracy.
the church has never relaxed its stand against birth control or
abortion, a stand which has been responsible for as much misery as
any single religious doctrine in the history of the world. For a
while it seemed to at least be lookmg the other way, but now it's
fully on . the warpath again, threatening _politicians with
excommunication
they impose church pohcy on the general
public. The samtly Mother Theresa, whose valuable charity
work is cou!lterbalanced by her increasingly wacky social views,
has chimed in with the opinion that AIDS is God's punishment on
the world for allowing abortion to go on unchecked (and this from a
woman who sees firsthand the results of massive overpopulation,
something for which AIDS may well be nature's, if not God's
ultimate cure).
We've grown used to the nominally celibate church fathers
(women remain the theological _equivalent of domestic servants)
railing against anything that might make sex more convenient,
comfortable, or, God forbid, enjoyable Now, however, the church
has gotten.off on some new kicks that sound as 1f they're right out
of one of its less shining hours, the Spanish Inquisition. Did you
know, for example, that environmentalism might be a satanic
plot.
The church, along with its fellow evangelical nutballs in the
so-called "right _to life" movement
has warned against
contributing to radical groups hke the Sierra Club, the National
Wildlife Foundation or the Audubon Society Why? Because those
groups support rational family planning, which cuts down on the
number of poverty-stricken,
malnourished,
depressed and
dow_nhearted potential converts for pie-in-the-sky preachers to
cultivate.
Better still: do you meditate? Ever gaze at a crystal? (Don't
worry, I won't tell anyone.) How about keeping in shape with
some yoga?
Uh-oh. According to the Catholic church, you're in danger of
becoming demonically possessed. Yes, it's true; any time you
leave your mind open to these "new age" influences, there's no
tellmg what might wander in. (Actually, I think the key wordshere
are "open" and "mind;" the two of them together are antithetical to
the succesful practice of any religion.) But not to worry; the church
is meeting the greatly mcreased demand for exorcists by training
more pnests in what had been an almost lost art.
I suppose the only encouraging note in all this is that the
farther to the right the church moves, the more trouble it's having
recruiting and keepmg priests, and if the current trend continues,
we may eventually see it go out of business altogether. There's
increasing pressure to allow priests to have sex (within holy
matrimony, of course) and even to let women be' priests in order to
st op the personnel hemorrhage, but the "Holy Father," like his
departed soul brother, the Immam Khomeini, is holding fast to
14th century principles. Actually, now that I think about it, there
probably aren't too many people under the age of 40 or so who
really care.
One other note on the current state of Christian charity: the
Archbishop of San Jose is evicting a soup kitchen/homeless
shelter from church property in that city. The reason? Well, the
area is starting to become a little more upscale and neighbors are
starting to complain about their property values. Oh, and of course
there's the $1.5 million cathedral that the Lord apparently wants
built. The poor we may always have with us, but a multi-million
dollar construction job might only come along once in a lifetime.
What was it that Patti Smith said ... "Jesus died for somebody's
sins, but not mine ... "
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Why Can't We Just Take A Train?
Probably no single technological development has had such
an all-pervasive impact on twentieth-century America as the
automobile. It has not only become by far the most common
means of transporting people and goods (for purposes of this
discussion, "automobile" should be understood to include trucks as
well), it has fundamentally altered economic, social, and political
relationships in ways that have yet to be completely understood.
The role played by the automobile in our lives can be measured
first in terms of the sheer physical space it occupies. Fully one
half of a typical American city is given over to the automobile in
the form of streets and parking; in Los Angeles the figure is two
thirds.
Another way it occupies space is in time. Even in New York,
relatively well served by public transit, two thirds of the
population drive to work. In cities like Denver, Houston, and Los
Angeles, it is closer to 90%. The time spent in commuting, about
an hour per person, on average, is an uncompensated addition to
the work day, and it is time which can be put to few productive uses
beyond listening to the radio, or, in the case of the truly ambitious,
educational tapes (a person travelling by public transit can, by
contrast, read, sleep, get a head start on the day's work, or converse
with one's fellow humans).
Commute time, however, is only part of the total hours taken
from us by the automobile. An automobile costs the equivalent of
23 weeks of US median family income (up, by the way, from only
18 in 1979). Assuming a typical car will last five years, and that
the typical family consists of two wage earners, nearly an hour of
the average worker's day goes just toward paying for the vehicle
that transports him or her to and from work. For individuals or
single-earner families, the figure would be higher, and this doesn't
even take into consideration gasoline, insurance, and maintenance.
But the costs of the automobile don't stop here. According to
one estimate, US taxpayers annually provide $300 billion in
subsidies to the automobile industry in the form of road building
and maintenance, municipal services including police and fire
protection, accidents and related health care, and potential taxes
lost from land that has been paved over. Impossible to measure, but
undoubtedly immense, is the productive value of land that could
have been used for agriculture, housing, and business were it not
buried under concrete.
And of course there are the 50,000 deaths annually (250,000
worldwide) from traffic accidents) and an estimated 30,000
premature deaths from air pollution, primarily among those with
respiratory conditions. Less tangible, but still more far-reaching,
are the changes wrought in the very fabric of American society.
Suburbanization and the consequent destruction of the inner cities,
the withering away of central business districts and their
replacement with shopping malls, and the fragmentation of
communities into ever smaller and more isolated units are all direct
results of the automobile age.
So too is an economy that is at the mercy of forces beyond the
control of the United States. The fragility of an industrial base
closely tied to the automobile industry (one of six manufacturing
jobs is directly or indirectly dependent on the auto sector) was made
painfully clear when foreign manufacturers began to capture a large
share of the US market, plunging regional economies in what
became known as the Rust Belt into depression-like conditions.
Dependence on oil, half of which is imported (63% of US oil
consumption goes into transportation; in Japan the figure is 35%,
and Western Europe 44%), has left this country vulnerable to
unstable conditions abroad, as illustrated by the two oil crises of
the 1970s and the recent Gulf War. With worldwide oil reserves
unlikely to last more than a few decades, this volatility can only
increase.

And the consumption of other non-renewable and often nonrecyclable materials, particularly rubber and steel, is itself
unsustainable for long, even in the unlikely event that the
industrialized countries will be able to continue indefinitely
looting the resources of the third world. The mountains of junked
cars and discarded tires and batteries scattered across the American
landscape are as much a form of pollution as are the carbon
monoxide, ozone, hydrocarbons, sulfur dioxide, and carbon dioxide
that cause billions of dollars in damage to crops and wildlife.
Still, in the face of all this, few people are suggesting that the
United States should drastically rethink its transportation strategy.
The American "love affair with the automobile" continues almost
unabated, we are told. Despite traffic conditions approaching
gridlock, rising insurance costs, and daily commutes that in cities
like Los Angeles sometimes stretch to three or four hours, people
still voluntarily hop into their cars because that's the way they
prefer to travel. It's simply thefree market at work.
If there is little demand for the United States to rework its
transportation policy, of course, it is probably because as near as
most people can see, there is no such thing. No one ever decided
that we should do away with the railroad system that once linked
the entire United States and replace it with an entirely new system
based around the automobile. The auto industry, the four million
miles of highways over which it travels, and the elaborate
infrastructure of law enforcement, city planning, and taxpayerabsorbed externalities that support it, like Topsy, just sort of grew.
There is some truth to this perception. Public policy toward
transportation has historically been more reactive than active,
particularly during the twentieth century. Ironically, the more
complex and capital-intensive that transportation systems have
become, the more the government has withdrawn from a visible
role in planning them.
'
In the first part of the 19th century, by comparison, state
funding was often used to construct waterways for barge traffic, on
the premise that society as a whole would benefit from the more
efficient movement of goods an?! people. The state also played a
large role in railroad development, although not so much in the
raising of capital - the amount of capital required dwarfed that
available even to the federal government - but by liberal use and
devolution of eminent domain to provide railroads with abundant
land for their right of way. In this case, the state was put in the
ironic position of competing with itself, with state-built and
operated waterways quickly being put out of business by the
railroads, with the none too subtle difference that nearly all railroad
profits accrued to private ownership. The benefits obtained by the
state, in the form of an improved business climate and increased
revenues, were largely ancillary.
But by the 1880s, the railroads were firmly established, not
only as an effective national transportation system, but as the
nation's largest concentration of capital. With that capital went
power, and increasingly the government was seen by the growing
populist movement as the tail being wagged by big business. This
perception, not essentially incorrect, led to a demand for
intervention in the form of regulation. The Interstate Commerce
Commission was established in 1887 in response to this demand,
but its evolution as a regulating agency was slow and, one might
say, rather haphazard.
It spent its first decades trying to bring various wellpublicized abuses under control, particularly those involving
discriminatory or extortionate rates. But it lacked the expertise and
authority to establish a comprehensive rate structure. The Hepburn
Act of 1906 provided some of the authority, but expertise was a
more dearly acquired commodity; anyone able to interpret the mass
of data from the intricate and vast network of railroads was more
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likely to be found among the managerial class than among the far
more poorly paid class of civil servants.
The Interstate Commerce Commission steadily increased its
power, but its focus was always one of control and limitation,
never of development.
Many inefficient and self-destructive
practices were locked into place while the ICC quibbled for decades
over what constituted fair and reasonable rates. With their routes
and a certain return on their investment guaranteed, the railroads
had little cause to pursue greater innovation or efficiency. Rail
passenger traffic peaked in 1920 and steadily declined thereafter,
although the freight sector remained strong through the 1950s. It
was not until 1940, in the heyday of public policy making, that
Congress required the ICC to establish a national transportation
policy.
Congress apparently attached no penalties to that mandate, or
the entire ICC should long ago have been haled into court for
blatant disregard of the law. But the horse was long out of the barn
at any rate, and roaming freely over a rapidly growing network of
highways largely built at public expense. While the railroads had
had to engage capital formation on an unprecedented scale to
construct
their infrastructure
of rails,
stations,
and
communications, the burgeoning automobile industry had its
infrastructure provided at public expense. The advantages were
obvious, and glaring.
When buses and trucks started competing with railroads for
passengers and freight, they were not burdened with the long-term
financial obligations accumulated by the railroads as they borrowed
to build their roadbeds. The amount of capital necessary to enter
the bus or trucking business was minimal by comparison.
Furthermore, railroads were responsible for the maintenance of
their own roadbeds; the taxes paid by trucks have never covered
more than a fraction of their share of the cost of maintaining
highways.
The result was no contest. It was not until 1935 that the ICC
even began to regulate interstate trucking, but even before the
deregulation frenzy of the 1980s, ICC rules were never applied to
two thirds of the trucking industry. When they were, the new
carriers were treated as if they were operating under the same
conditions as the railroads. Automobile transportation was of
course almost completely unregulated, with the burden of road
building and maintenance, traffic law creation and enforcement, and
accomodation of urban design to the new demands of the auto age
falling almost completely on states and municipalities. The federal
government eventually became involved in large-scale freeway
construction and subsidies for local highway building in the 1950s
and 1960s, but by then the hegemony of the automobile was
unquestioned.
A question that does remain, however, is whether the
replacement of a national transportation system based on railroads
with one based on the auto was the result of conscious decisions on
the part of government. Certainly the costs to government have
been great, and the advantages not readily apparent. Freight and
passengers move no more rapidly among many urban centers today
than they did a century ago, and within cities themselves, the rate
of travel is actually slowing markedly. Average freeway speed in
Los Angeles is now 33 mph, and is expected to decline to 15 mph
by the year 2000. An automobile trip to the San Francisco or Los
Angeles airports typically takes longer than the flying time
between those two cities.
Yet transportation policy, such as it is, continues to be
centered almost completely around the auto. The solution to traffic
congestion is almost invariably the construction of new highways,
creating a vicious circle of further urban decentralization and a
demand for still more highways resulting in, of course, more

congestion. Car and van pool Janes are added to freeways, but 50%
of all trips are made by the a single driver, and 87% no more than a
driver and one passenger.
Meanwhile, mass transit systems, both intercity and intracity,
continue to deteriorate.
The Amtrak passenger rail system,
operated by the government since the 1960s, offers service so
ineffective and irregular that it functions more as an excursion train
for tourists not in a hurry, and the Republican administration has
been proposing annually to kill off even that minimal service. The
notion that bus and streetcar passengers within cities should pay
the full cost of their transportation has resulted in steadily rising
fares and steadily declining service (if the same principle were
applied to automobile drivers, a gallon of gas might cost nearly
$5.00).
The reasoning behind this evidently bankrupt public policy,
or lack of one, to be more precise, can be summed up in the same
shibboleths of the "free market" that have been used to justify the
decline, decay, or abandonment of much of the nation's
infrastructure in recent years. People want automobiles, we are
told; they have made a free, voluntary choice to drive cars instead
of riding public transit. But if the only way of getting to work
within a reasonable amount of time is to drive, what choice is
there? The automobile and oil industries like to emphasis the
element of "freedom" in automobile ownership; their commercials
show endless vistas of open roads (and an abundance of parking
spaces in the middle of New York City). But fully 80% of all
automobile trips are not pleasure trips, but are required, for
purposes of work or shopping.
Still, the authorities tell us, the American people want their
cars. The individual is in fact blamed for air pollution and oil
spills; a Greenpeace ad following the Exxon Valdez disaster
addressed the consumer thusly: "It wasn't his (the allegedly drunk
ship's pilot) driving that caused the oil spill, it was yours." The
assumption is that individuals, by making an enlightened choice to
use their cars Jess or not all, have the power to correct the massive
environmental and economic disaster that national transportation
policy has become.
The idea is ludicrous,
but even well-intentioned
environmentalists and radicals subscribe to it, so permeated is our
society with the notion of the absolute power of the individual. It
is in fact the underpinning of the entire free market ideology, an
ideology that continues in the United States more than anywhere
else in the world to attempt to triumph over reality.
Just as the creation of the world's largest railroad network in
the 19th century required the concerted efforts of thousands of
people, institutions, and governments, devising and implementing
a rational plan for transportation in the 21st century can not be left
to random and dubious market forces any more than it can be
entrusted to George Bush's "thousand points of light." (Bush's idea
for transportation is to allow private companies to construct toll
roads which would enable the prosperous to zoom in relative
comfort between suburban estate and urban office while leaving the
less fortunate to their own devices; it brings to mind the 19th
century British lord who, opposed to spending public money to
construct a national railway system, declared: "I see no reason to
encourage the laboring classes to travel about needlessly.")
What's really needed is a massive effort involving public
planning and cooperation with private enterprise that would rebuild
where possible and construct where necessary an extensive
national railway system to be operated as a public utility. At the
same time all government subsidies of the automobile industry,
including the building of new roads, would be discontinued.
Interurban rail travel should be made cheaper than any other means
of travel, and intraurban mass transit should be free or as close to
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Professor
essor Livermore'
Simple (But No L
s Economics Made
A Pain In The Ass)
You may rememberthat we conoludedlast issue's economic

expose with the not-too-surprising revelation that the United
States of America, once the richest nation in history, is flat broke.
Big deal, you say, so am I. I was born that way, I'll die that
way, and all I have to worry about is muddling through the time in
between.
Your lack of sympathy for the fiscal mess Uncle Sam has
gotten himself into is understandable. It wasn't you, after all, who
decided to build a vast military machine, station troops all over the
world, produce nerve gas and biological weapons, sell off the
nation's coal, timber, and mineral wealth to Republican
corporation heads for a fraction of what it's worth, or launch an
orgy of prison building and police hiring that would do South
Africa proud, was it?
No, it probably wasn't, but you might be forgetting that you're
the one who's going to have to pay for it.
You might think that doesn't apply to you. Suppose you don't
even have a job, let alone pay taxes. Maybe you're even on
welfare. To the millions of you out there; congratulations, and
keep up the good (non)work.
But you don't get off that easy. Even if you've never had a
legit job, never paid a penny of income tax, and have been
leeching off the government all your life, you're still paying. The
underground economy is taxed, too, more heavily than most
conventional industries .. How that's possible, we'll get to later.
But if you're like the majority, stuck in a typical working class
job, you have an idea, from reading your paycheck stub, how much
the government is taking from you. For at least the first four
months of each year you're working for the government, not
yourself. What's not so obvious is that they get a big share of the
other eight months, too.
The easiest way to extort money from you on the sly is
inflation. We discussed that last issue, so just let me remind you
that every time the price of a loaf of bread or a bottle of beer goes
up and your paycheck doesn't, you're being taxed. The extra ten
cents here and fifty cents there can add up to thousands of dollars
over the course of a year; it goes somewhere; can you guess where?
Ask the comer grocer who raised his prices if he's getting any
richer. No, he11 tell you; his prices went up because the companies
who supply him raised their prices. And so on up the line; the only
place it starts to make sense is at the levels of business where the
products being bought and sold are pieces of paper: dollars,
certificates of deposit, commodity futures, stocks and bonds, etc.,
ad nauseam ...
You've probably heard of these things, but you're not unusual
if you have only a vague idea of what they are. High finance is not
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The 1920s ended in what was called the Ureat lJepression,
which in reality was a massive transfer of wealth from the poorest
segments of society to the very wealthy. That is what happened .
throughout the 1980s, and is continuing in the 1990s. Since most
Lookout readers are from the economic classes likely to be
victimized this way, let's take a look at where your wealth has been
and where it's going.
The biggest growth industry of the Reagan-Bush years was the
corporate takeover and/or leveraged buyout. Those of us here in the
Redwood-soon-to-be-Deadwood
Empire have witnessed an
especially criminal example of this, the swallowing up of
Humboldt County's Pacific Lumber Company by a Texas
conglomerate known as Maxxam. You've seen the clearcuts, the
looting of the employees' pension fund, the predictions that
logging on. the north coast will be finished in a decade or two
because of massive overcutting. Let's look at how and why this is
happening. Bear in mind that what's happening here is typical of
what's been going on all over the country.
The Pacific Lumber Company was a family-owned business
that had been cutting and milling redwood for a hundred years. It
paid good wages, took care of its employees, and was relatively
responsible about the amount of timber it harvested.
Things might have gone along like that indefinitely, until
someone came up with the leveraged buyout. What's that? It's
simple. Some cartoonist recently had Donald Trump saying, "If
everyone will lend me all their money, I'll buy everything in the
world." That's how it works. In the case of Maxxam / Pacific
Lumber, a scam artist named Charles Hurwitz noticed that Pacific
Lumber was only cutting down a fraction of the redwoods it owned.
He whipped out his calculator and figured out the value of all the PL
holdings and thought, "Hmmm, if I cut down all of PL's redwoods, I
could make enough money to buy the company and have a nice
profit left over."
So he went around to banks and asked them to lend him enough
money to buy up all of PL's stock, saying, "I can pay you back, as
soon as I get my hands on those redwoods."
The banks looked at his paperwork and told Hurwitz, yeah, it
looks like you could get enough money out of those redwoods to
make it pay. But what about our cut? Where are you going to get
the ten or twelve per cent interest to pay us?"
Hurwitz thought about that some more, till he had another
brainstorm. The Employees' Pension Fund! Pacific Lumber
workers had been putting part of their paychecks into a retirement
fund, and that money was invested in secure stocks and bonds.
Hurwitz figured he could sell off the stocks and bonds and get
enough money to pay the interest on his bank loans. The banks
thought that was OK, so the deal was ready to go down. One slight
problem, though: the money in the Pension Fund didn't belong to
Hurwitz, or to Pacific Lumber,; it belonged to the employees, and
they were counting on it being there when they retired.
Hurwitz solved that one by pulling a switcheroo. He used
money from the pension fund to complete his deal, then set up a
new pension fund that looked sort of like the old one, with one
minor difference: it didn't have any money in it. Instead it
consisted of something called junk bonds, which are exactly what
they sound like.
All right, a brief digression here to explain what stocks and
bonds are. EssentiaJly, they're a way for a company (or
government) to borrow money. A familiar example: US Savings
Bonds. You give the government $50 and a few years down the line
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they give you $100 (of course by then $100 will only be worth
$25, but that's another story). Corporations do something similar.
That's bonds; stocks are a little different. When you buy a share of
stock in a corporation, you become part owner of that corporation,
and if the corporation makes a profit, you do too, at least
theoretically.
Both stocks and bonds can be bought and sold among other
individuals and businesses. Say you have a government bond that
will pay you $100 in 1994, but you need some money right now.
You might be able to talk someone into giving you $75 for it
today, because they can be pretty sure that the government will pay
up when the time comes. But say your bond is from ·General
Motors, and news just came that the Japanese have built a new car
that's more luxurious than a Cadillac, runs on water and soy sauce,
and sells for two hundred bucks. How easy do you suppose it would
be to unload your General Motors bond (or stock) then?
The value of a company's stocks or bonds is based on the
perception that the company itself is worth something. As long as
people expect General Motors to be able to build and sell cars, it
can continue to, borrow money and sell shares of itself. Now let's
see how that applies to a deal like Maxxam/ Pacific Lumber.
The junk bonds that Charles Hurwitz replaced the Employees'
Pension Fund with are backed up by nothing but the public's
willingness to believe Charles Hurwitz. There's nothing more to it
than a modem-day Wimpy promising, "I'll gladly pay you Tuesday
for your jobs, environment, and future today." If everything goes
according to the program, Maxxam / PL will cut down all of its
redwood holdings, the banks and insurance companies who lent
Hurwitz money will make a big profit, and Pacific Lumber will go
out of business by the year 2000 or 2010 , leaving a devastated
economy, thousands of unemployed loggers a scrub brush
wasteland here

family and friends. They're also the people who will be competing
with you for minimum wage hamburger-flipping jobs when all the
trees are gone.
ijut forget about Pacific Lumber for a minute and talk about
another corporate takeover that affects us all. I used to shop at the
Willits Safeway, at least for the things I couldn't get at the Good
Food Store in Laytonville. A couple years ago I started noticing
that prices were going up an awful lot. Since the government kept
Still thm
corporate t eovers an everag
uyouts are saying that inflation was very low (except for a few incidentals like
something the rich folks do in New York and Los Angeles and they food, shelter, and medical care), I was curious. Had Mr. Hanson, the
don't have anything to do with you?
Willits Safeway manager, developed a bad drug habit, or was he
But that's not all. Hurwitz's plans for Pacific Lumber are based squandering bucketfuls of money at the race track, and figuring to
on the theory that 1) the people of California will let him cut down make it up on the backs of us poor consumers?
all the redwoods and 2) that the price he can sell them for will
I found the answer in the financial pages of some out-of-town
remain at least as high as it is now.
newspaper . . The Safeway chain had been taken over by another
The first point is highly unlikely. Though anti-clearcut Wall Street conglomerate, and just as in the case of Pacific Lumber,
initiatives on the 1990 California ballot went down to defeat, the new owners needed money to pay off their bank loans. One sure
thanks to millions of dollars spent by the timber industry to defeat way to do it: raise prices, and that's exactly what they did at all
them, tougher regulations are gradually being imposed anyway their north coast stores, in some cases as much as 30%. Why the
Environmental protest and sabotage are also going to make it north coast? Because some sharp -eyed accountant noticed that
impossible to continue doing business as usual.
.
there wasn't any other major supermarket chain around here,
The current high price of timber is not guaranteed, either. therefore Safeway could get away with charging more, therefore you
With trees becoming an endangered species, it would seem logical north coast residents get the honor of paying for Safeway to be
that the price of wood can only go up, but that assumes that the delivered to its new owners.
economy remains strong enough for people to keep building
Hopefully you get the picture by now. In company after
houses and buying furniture. The economy is by no means strong, company, all over the country, the new owners come in, cut
and if you doubt that, how many working people do you know who employees' pay and/or fire half the employees, kick out the unions,
are in a position to even consider buying their own house?
do away with safety and environmental regulations, and double
Any significant drop in the price of timber would send the profits. Yes, the economy is booming, ·all right. Huge fortunes are
whole Maxxam house of cards tumbling down. Hurwitz wouldn't be being made, and when George Bush tells you, "Income is up, jobs
able to meet his interest payments (or his payroll), his junk bonds are up, things have never been better ," how can you argue with
would become so much scrap paper, anyone getting or expecting to
get a pension from Pacific Lumber would be out in the cold, and
Like this: income is up, yes, if you're a stock speculator, a
everyone working for PL would be out of a job. It would be a
corporation head, or a government contractor. If you're a factory or
disaster of massive proportions for the north coast. The only
office worker, your income has been going down ever since the
bright spot is that it might then be possible for someone else
early 1970s. The numbers on your paycheck may be bigger, but
(ideally the employees) to take over Pacific Lumber and run 1t
when you allow for inflation, you're making less.
responsibly.
.
What about the Reagan-Bush boast that "More Americans are
One person who would not be troubled by this 1s Char 1es
Hurwitz. He's already made his snatch; last year alone he put working today than at any other time in history"? Meaningles's
twenty million dollars of Pacific Lumber money in his pocket (just claptrap. In the first place, mor.e Americans are working because
in case you guys down at the mill were wondering where your there are more Americans. In the second place, more Americans are
working because they have to. One person can no longer support a
pension fund went).
You might be sick of hearing about Pacific Lumber. Maybe family in most cases, so both husband and wife have to take jobs.
you don't work at the mill, and you figure that 1f the guys who do This might be seen as a victory for feminism, but it also means that
are dumb enough to let Hurwitz get away with nppmg them off, twice as many people are working for half the pay.
that's their problem. That would be pretty short-sighted of you; the
guys who do work at PL are your neighbors and in some cases yo
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While we're at it, let's dispense with another Reagan-Bush lie:
the tax cut. Taxes have been cut, yes, for the people who are
making huge fortunes at the Wall Street Casino. The rest of us are
paying more taxes than ever. Income taxes may have gone down,
but that's been more than made up for by increases in Social
Security and other taxes. Interesting note: since Social Security
tax is only collected on the first $50,000 of income, increases here
only affect lower and middle income people.
You can also look forward to a national sales (or value added)
tax, which again affects mostly working people who use most of
their income to buy necessities. The wealthy, who salt away much
of their income in investments or Swiss bank accounts, will be
getting a giant tax break financed by higher prices on food,
clothing, cars, and medicine.
While we're on the subject of tax fraud, we shouldn't pass over
what's been done to the national pension fund, aka the Social
Security System. Social Security taxes have gone up repeatedly
over the past two decades, at the same time that income taxes for
the wealthy were being slashed. That's bad enough, but at least,
you would assume, Social Security will be on a sound footing and
you can count on it being there when you retire.
Wrong! Just as Charles Hurwitz stole the Pacific Lumber
Company's pension fund to finance his corporate takeover, the
Reagan-Bush gang have looted the Social Security fund to pay for
Star Wars, Stealth Bombers, and tax cuts for the rich. Also, just as
Hurwitz, they've replaced it with the government equivalent of junk
bonds: "Well, yes, on paper it might look like the Social Security
System is hundreds of billions of dollars in the hole, but don't
worry, we'll make it up when times get better."
And if times don't get better? Which they almost can't,
because such a huge portion of the nation's wealth has been
funneled into wasteful and counterproductive enterprises aimed at
enriching a few individuals rather than ensuring the common
welfare of all? Why, I guess we'd be living in something like the
Soviet Union, wouldn't we? The only difference is that in the
Soviet Union they realize what a mess they're in.
Next issue: the collapse of the banking system, why there's no
such thing as the underground economy, and finding a way out of
this morass ...

Why I Hate The Raiders
All right, maybe it's not that important, but one thing that
really gets on my nerves is all these people who think they're cool
for wearing Oakland Raiders caps, shirts, jackets, etc... (I ·won't
even bother trashing anyone who'd wear Los.Angeles Raiders stuff they're obviously hopeless).
Yeah. it's a cheap way to pretend you're some rap dude or part
of some Uzi-toting crack gang (or, if you're white, to pretend you're
black), but do you people ever stop to think what that Raiders logo
represents?
Maybe you honestly identify with the football team; fair
enough, but the football Raiders are just a bunch of hired hands.
"Raiders"
is really the corporate trademark of their owner, a sleazy,
moneygrubbing,multimillionaire honky named Al Davis whojust
happens to have ripped off the city of Oakland for some $20
million.
Granted, the Oakland city fathers are a pretty dim bunch,
corrupt and sycophantic as well, and they pretty much begged to be
taken to the cleaners by Mr. Davis. But let's face it, the $20
million didn't come out of their pockets. No, it came from the poor
schmucks who pay taxes to the city of Oakland, a city that can't
afford to educate its children, to house its adults, to protect its
citizens from being shot down in the streets on a daily basis, and
whose infant mortality rate compares unfavorably with some third
world countries.
That $20 million that went into Al Davis' already overstuffed
bank account might have come in handy in addressing some of
Oakland's myriad social problems, but never mind that you have to
slave away at some stupid minimum wage job and pay taxes to
make Mr. Davis even richer. Just put on your Raiders cap and take
pride that your massa has a cooler corporate logo than anybody
else's massa.

if you're from Berkeley or Frisco or Pinole and you wear
Raiders paraphernalia, what you're really saying is "I'm a kind of
pathetic wannabe who wishes I was cool." If you're a taxpaying
resident of the city of Oakland, you might as well wear a sign that
reads: 'Tm stupid. Kick me some more."

One Day In The Park
Mornings in Berkeley I usually practice T'ai chi at a park near
my house. Next to the volleyball court where I do my set, there's a
large clump of bushes. A man and his wife and four miniature dogs
live in there.
The dogs are those really annoying ones, the kind that have a
complex because they're so little and stupid-looking. They can't
even bark right; they just go into a fit of high-pitched yips
whenever anythmg or anyone comes within 500 feet of their
retarded little faces.
Anyway. it was about 7:30 a.m. on one of the first really nice
days of sprmg. People were up early because it was so warm. Some
yuppies were even playing basketball.
"I thought I told you to shut up!" The voice was harsh. It came
from the bushes.
"I said shut up! Shut up!" It was the guy who lives in the
bushes. I recognized his voice. I'd heard him before, chanting that
Nam Myoho Renge Kyo mantra. He always said that like he was
mad, too.
I figured he was talking to his idiot dogs. Nobody talks to his
wife like that, except on TV.
Suddenly he shifted his tone and was all soft and cajoling.
"Aw, c'mon, honey, don't cry. C'mon."
Honey? Well, I'd heard people call their dogs worse than that.
But then I _heard some muffled crying that sounded distinctly
human. So It was his wife he d been talking to. Well, what did he
expect, treating her like that. Asshole.
His nice act didn't act long, anyway. A minute later he was
yelling,_"Goddamnit, you're just a big damn crybaby."
With that he came stomping out of the bushes and headed
across the park to the drinking fountain where he washes up. The
four dogs followed him, and so did the sobs of his wife.
I watched him, curious about the kind of monster who would
reduce his. wife to tears for no good reason but his own sheer
can_tankerousness. But he didn't look like a villain, just an
ordmary guy with a face a bit too proud and too harsh for his own
good. He walked stitfly, uncertainly, as if he feared that at any
moment somethmg might leap out of the ground and grab him by
the butt.
I was just fmishing my T'ai chi when he came by again. By
now the yuppies had gotten tired of playing basketball and were
sitting around talking about Michelob or tennis rackets or
something. Their two dogs, big, mean, ugly things, were running
around the park.
The bush guy's dwarf dogs launched into their usual yip-yip
routine when they saw the yuppie dogs. The yuppie dogs just gave
this deep Woof, looks like sausage for breakfast" and took off
after them. The bush guy went running to rescue them.
the yuppie guys went "Oh boy," kind of like this happened all
the time, and Jomed the chase. The yuppie girl started to follow
them, halfheartedly. Then she stopped in front of me.
"I don't even want to see this," she told me. Then she stood
around waiting while the guys stopped their dogs from killing the
bush dogs. I thought the bush guy would be yelling at the yuppies
because of their dogs and JUStbecause they were yuppies. But he
was totally nice to them. A lot nicer than to his wife. He even
called them sir.
Then after everything settled down, he came back out of the
bushes and wandered around the park picking up things. At first I
thought he was looking for aluminum cans, but no, he was just
tidying up his yard, hke any suburban homeowner. Back inside the
bushes, I pictured his wife making breakfast for him. And the dogs
of course.
'
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Once Upon A Time In The Mountains
Melissa watched the column of ants marching lethargically
across the tom screen. The first rays of sunlight pushed through
the lower left hand comer of the window and she could feel the room
start to heat up. By 8 o'clock it would be unbearable.
But by 8 o'clock she would be gone. One way or another. She
couldn't remember how long she'd hated this room, but now she lay
in bed for a last few restless minutes, looking at everything that
she couldn't wait to leave behind.
A few posters still hung on the walls, rock and reggae stars,
mostly, and stuff about saving the redwoods. The closet door
dangled from one twisted hinge, just as it had for over a year, since
the night her father staggered into her room by mistake and
collapsed on it.
Her father. She remembered when she used to call him Dad.
She didn't remember if she'd ever meant it. The-thought of calling
him that now made her gag.
It wasn't that he'd done anything specific. Not like Old Man
Branscomb, who'd been screwing both his daughters for ten years
before the law got wise to him. (And their mom knew about it the
whole time, and never did a thing about it. And then she'd
practically tried to kill the neighbor who turned the old man in.)
No, her father had never bothered her that way, and he'd never
even hit her, except for a few swats to the head or the behind when
she didn't get out of his way fast enough.
But that was it, she guessed. She was always in his way, but at
the same time he could never stand for her to be away from him
either. Until she was 12 she'd never even been allowed to go to
school.
"We can teach her everything she needs to know right here at
home," he'd argued, and as usual, her mother wouldn't contradict
him.
What a joke that was. She'd never in her life seen either of her
parents open a book. Melissa had taught herself to read, with some
help from Mr. and Mrs. Radkin, both of whom had been teachers
before they retired to the plot of land that lay just across the ravine
from Melissa's house.
She had been 10 when she first wandered across the creek and
into the Radkins' front yard. Soon she'd worn her own trail, one
she'd decorated with with little bits of colored grass and string .. She
even gave it a name, two names actually. When she was on her way
to the Radkins', it was Happy Highway. Coming home, it was Sad
Street.
She used to imagine that Mr. and Mrs. Radkin were her real
parents, but that some terrible mixup had occurred and she'd been
given to the wrong people. For a while she almost believed that
one day somebody official would drive up from town with a
document in his. hand that explained the error.
But then, the day before her twelfth birthday, everything
changed. Somehow her father found out that the Radkins had been
tutoring Melissa (all this time he'd assumed she'd been playing out
in the woods, or maybe he hadn't thought at all about where she
spent her afternoons). He stormed into the house while Melissa
was helping Mrs. Radkin bake a cake, and ordered them to "Leave
my daughter alone."
There was a big fight, and her father had even threatened to
shoot Mr. Radkin. Melissa wasn't allowed to go there anymore, in
fact she she was hardly allowed to go away from the house except to
help her parents with chores. The one good thing that came out of
it was that she started going to school in town, and that was only
because Mr. Radkin said he would call the police on her father if he
didn't let her go. Melissa's father, like almost everyone on the
mountain (she wasn't sure about the Radkins) grew marijuana for a
living.
School wasn't that great. A 1ot of kids were .mean and even
stupid, and Melissa wasn't allowed to participate in any
extracurricular activities because she had to catch the bus right after
school got out. Still, she made some friends, even if she only got
to see them at school.

Her father did his best to keep her from studying at home.
Any time he'd see her with a book, he'd either think of some job for
her to do or tum up the TV or radio real loud. And there'd always be
days when he just wouldn't let her go to school at all, saying there
were more important things to be done. During the marijuana
harvest, she always missed at least a week or two.
But the more he'd tried to stop her from getting an education,
the more determined she'd become. Last June she'd graduated first
in her clus, and she'd been awarded a full scholarship to the
University of California at Berkeley (she found the letter in the
trash, where her father had thrown it). And today, August 20, a bus
would be leaving Willits at 10:20 and she was going to be on it.
That gave her (she glanced at the clock) four hours and ten minutes
to cover the fourteen miles of dirt road and five miles of highway
that separated her from freedom. She pulled her already-packed
duffel bag from under the bed and wondered for a minute if she could
possibly carry anything else. No, no more time to waste. She was
already starting to cry as she pushed the screen away from the
window and climbed out.
The full heat of the sun blasted into her face as she stepped
lightly onto the ground. She walked gingerly across the trashstrewn yard, but then, disaster. The dogs, a trio of half-wit German
Shepherds, startled to see someone coming from behind the house,
barked and howled, and inside she could hear her father cursing and
slamming things around.
He'd been up drinking with his buddies till at least three a.m.,
so she'd figured he'd probably be sound asleep, but this was the
season when the CAMP helicopters carried out their marijuana
raids, and nobody on the mountain slept well. She tried to make a
run for the road, but he was already out the front door, wearingonly
an ill-fitting pair of pajama bottoms. With several days' growth of
beard and his thick black hair sticking sideways and every which
way, he looked exactly like a skid row derelict. For about the
millionth time in her life, Melissa wondered how she could
possibly be related to this man.
"Melissa! What the hell are you doing? Get over right this
minute."
She stood there. She felt helpless, as if all her blood was
draining out of her feet into the earth, and she was going to be
turned into a fragile, hollow statue.
"I said get over here, godamnitl" He made a threatening step
in her direction.
She walked slowly back to face him. Her mother, sad-faced in
a baggy white ro~. came out and stood behind her father.
"I asked you a question, little girl. I want to know what the
hell you think you're doing."
Melissa tried to ·look at him, but couldn't. Then she tried
again, this time staring at a point right between his eyes. The third
eye, one of the old mountain hippies had told her. If you look at
someone there, they have no power over you.
"I told you a hundred times. Today's the day I leave for
college."
"And I'm telling you right now. You're not going to no damn
college. Now get back in that house."
She almost did. She was used to obeying him; at least it was
easier than putting up with his yelling. But then she surprised
herself. Feeling as calm and certain as she ever had in her life, she
said, "No."
Melissa kept looking at that third eye. She was afraid of what
she might see in the other two.
"Dear, don't argue with your father. Come back in the house
and calm down. We can talk about this later." It was her mother, as
always, trying to smooth things over. Melissa, like her father, had
long been in the habit of ignoring her. She continued to speak to
him.
"I am calm, and I am not coming back in the house. ·And I am
not going to throw away a college education to sit here and rot on
this mountain with you."
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"The hell with you and your damn college. What do you need
college for? Your mother and I didn't go to college and we did fine."
Yeah, sure you did, Melissa thought, letting her eyes wander
across the unfinished house, its walls still, as they had been for
years, covered only with tarpaper. She saw the red-brown earth,
scraped bare long ago for one project or another and never
replanted, the junked cars, the broken tools and spare parts and
worn-out bits of garden equipment randomly discarded everywhere
to bake eternally in the merciless sun. The sun. Most of all she
saw and felt the sun, hotter by the minute as it rose. higher. She
wished she could reach up with her fist and smash the sun right out
of the sky. And then suddenly she was drifting into her constantly
recurring dream, only it wasn't a dream, it was a memory of a time
when the sun wasn't her enemy, when she played at the edge of a
chilly sea and the summers were cool and grey and foggy, and when
the sun came at all, it wore the warm and friendly face of a Jong-lost
friend instead of the malicious grin of a sworn enemy. She was five
when they took her away from the sea, and she'd never been back
again. On clear days she could see it from the top of the mountain,
a vague glimmering mass of blue that blurred into the horizon, but
she might as well have been studying the features of the moon.
Her father had been talking while she was thinking and she
hadn't heard a word. Now his voice, getting steadily louder, forced
its way back into her consciousness.
"We've taken pretty damn good care of you the last 17 years
and it's about time you stayed home for a while and did something
to help out. Harvest time will be here before you know it and we're
going to need you then. And next spring we're finally putting in
that organic vegetable garden and that's going to be more than
enough work for all three of us."
Melissa could barely help smirking. That vegetable garden
was "fmally" going to get put in every year that they'd lived here.
But marijuana always came first, and by the time that crop was in,
her father was too exhausted to do anything the rest of the summer
except remind Melissa to make her daily rounds to check on the
plants, to make sure they were watered and that there were no leaks
in the irrigation lines, to carry buckets of foul-smelling fertilizer
to the far-flung holes, to cut scrub brush and use it to camouflage
the plants from low-flying planes and helicopters. Actually, when
she thought about it, she did most of the work. The main thing her
father did was sell the stuff and spend the money.
"I've done more than enough work to pay my way around here.
Especially since you guys have been collecting welfare for me all
these years. I'm leaving. I've got a bus to catch."
Her father took a menacing step toward her, but she didn't
flinch.
"And you're not going to stop me from going to college. If
you try to keep me here, you'll never be able to sleep again at
night,_because the first time you do I'll burn this miserable shack to
the ground and I'll kill both of you and I'll drive a stake through
your heart to make sure you stay dead."
Melissa wasn't sure who was responsible for this voice
coming from her mouth. She had never heard herself talk like that.
But from the look on her parents' faces, it seemed to be working.
They stood rooted like hollow-eyed scarecrows as she turned and

walkedaway.
By the time she got to the road, her father had recovered
enough to start yelling.
"You little bitch! You're no daughter of mine. Don't ever
show your worthless face around here again. You can die in the
goddam gutter for all I care."
Melissa was almost smiling as she felt the gravel of the road
beneath her feet. She had walked nearly half a mile before she
started to

cry.
To be continued ...

What a pleasure it was to tune into Dan Roberts' poetry show
on KZYX and be treated to a full hour of words and music from
northern Mendocino's most distinguished singer-songwriter,
Michael Perretta.
Michael used to be more visible (audible?) around the county a
few years back when he regularly performed at benefits and
demonstrations, especially those in defense of the rights of ownerbuilders. Since then, however, he's devoted the bulk of his time to
raising his family and developing his hand-thrown pottery
business.
But now he appears to be back with a vengeance, with a whole
slough of new songs and newly recorded versions of his old
classics (longtime hilldwellers might especially remember his
early 80s mini-hit, "Locked Gates (And A Loaded .45)". That song,
as well as a number of others both old and new, are given a whole
new treatment, thanks to the searing guitar leads of Indiana Slim,
one of the few white guys I've ever heard who when he plays the
blues doesn't make me embarrassed to be white (on that subject,
you should check out Mike and Slim's collaboration on "White
Guys (Ain't Got No Soul)" ("the 'Louie Louie' of the 90s," Michael
assured us).
You might have some trouble finding Michael's music or one
of his rare live appearances, since he's apparently masquerading
under some alias which I couldn't make out thanks to KZYX's lousy
reception in the Ukiah Valley, which is unfortunately (it's always
unfortunate) where I was at the time. But if you can track him down
(and it's not easy, just ask the police - oops, little joke, there,
Mike), it's well worth it.

free as possible. The automobile should be given the lowest
priority rather than the highest in any transportation or urban
design decisions.
The negative externalities of automobile
production should be calculated and charged to the manufacturers, to
be reflected, no doubt in prices. (I hesitate, though am tempted, to
call for a ban on all automobile advertising.)
The effects would be drastic, and there would be hardship in the
short term for those who depend directly or indirectly on the auto
industry for employment.
But the massive investment and
construction of a new rail system would itself create many new
jobs, and the eventual benefits of a rational and far more efficient
transportation network would ultimately benefit everyone by
creating new business opportunities and employment, a greater
degree of freedom and mobility, and, if nothing else, relieve the
average working person of having to spend two to three hours a day
driving and paying for her own private automobile.
Such a radical restructuring of transportation would never be
possible without an equally radical restructuring of our basic
political, social, and economic assumptions.
The economic
dislocation caused by a drastic shrinking of the auto industry would
make it essential that all workers were guaranteed a basic income
and the opportunity for retraining and further education. The
coordination of such a massive effort would require a state
involvement in the economy that is unprecedented in the United
States (though Western Europe and Japan furnish us with ample
examples of how such an involvement can work). Such changes
would not come easily, but the alternative is not only less
desirable, it is simply no longer viable. We can sit in gridlock and
choke on our own pollution while one industrial economy after
another passes us by, or we can, like the Japanese and French, go
zooming into the 21st century on 300 mph bullet trains. It's
tempting to say that the choice is ours, but such are the conditions
obtaining today that it's no longer even a matter of choice, but of
simple necessity.
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For what you said about American beer (Lookout #34), you
should be boiled in Budweiser. For penance, you should recite the
Pledge of Allegiance twice and kiss
American flag four times.
There are some wonderful Amencan beers, ales, porters and
stouts. There:s Anchor Steam, made in San Francisco; Sierra
Nevada, made in Chico, and Red Tail (the beer that costs more than
champagne) made in Cloverdale Isn't it Hopland? - Ed;)- All are
tasty natural brews made the old fashioned way. There is also the
fme Boston beer Samuel Adams, as well as many local brews made
in the many small breweries that are springing up all over the
country. The supply of fine beers has gotten better, not worse.
Stick to music and politics, Larry, because about beer you
know from nothing. The fme foreign beers aren't exported to this
. the commerc1"al crap.
country - JUSt
About twenty years ago, statistician discovered a correlation
between beer consumption in an area and the occurrence of
intestinal cancer, so a bunch of beers were tested for nitrosammes
(powerful carcinogens). Only Coors and Gumess didn'tt _haveany
They said then that
all beer makers would ehmmate the
carcmogens. I don t know whether they ha_veor not.
Natural beers still have the hve yeast in them, so you get a bit
of vitamin B with your brew. You can grow the yeast out of the

Andrew Dre Clay sells out Madison Square Garden (twice) while
I'm there - gobs of Jersey yobs mob NYC. Vigilantes hunt
Latinos on the San Diego border. "They're not people." Two
- known dead.
And those newly freed east bloc republics seething with antiSemitism and anti-Muslim bigotry. People glad to get rid of the
Stalinists but a little naively optimistic ,about the joys of
capitalism, anticipating cars, bars, and VCRs. Ignoring nasty
things like inflation, homelessness, foreign debt, social
Darwinism, and a complete lack of a safety net.
But on a lighter note: in Muslim Sarajevo, SW Yugoslavia,
punk rock graffiti on buildings lining the river, near the spot where
Principip shot the archduke precipitating World War I - bands
such as 7 Seconds, Black Flag, but also MDC and Operation Ivy. I
'-' couldn't believe it!
..
Thanks for the Lookout you sent me in Europe. How's the
band? Out of the "new" songs, I really like "Green Hills of
England," "Living Behind Bars," and the "Monster" song.
So the enclosed poster is torn from a urine-stained building in
trendy Soho, NYC. I assume the guilty party did not obtain
permission to use the copyrighted Lookout™ logo? Is knee◄ capping appropriate? Please advise.
Peace, love, and grooviness,
Michael Donnelly
PA

Ira Pilgrim
Laytonville
•
I should have made it clear that I was referring to commercial,
DearLL:
mass-distributed beers. The locally brewed specialty beers you
Each month (or so) I happily unstaple my copy of Lookout and
mention are indeed excellent, though I must admit / haven't been -- prepare myself for an hour of singularly satisfying reading. I
able to muster the enthusiasm/or Anchor Steam that others have.
usually pass the ensuing sixty minutes while sitting at my sterile
As for Coors, I refuse to believe anything tasting so foul and
desk in my sterile office while my sterile computer hums in the
brewed by a company so reprehensible could not be replete with ► backgro~nd._ I find the introduction ~f your incisive alternative
dangerous chemicals. Guiness may be pure as the driven snow, but
perspective mto my flat corporate environment quite moving; as I
I refuse to use it for anything beyond drowning (or should / say 1111""'
pore over the tiny text, I am reminded that indeed there is another
suffocating) annoying household insects and as an emergency
world out. there beyond the four walls of making a living, a world
substitute for crankcase oil.
where opmons are perhaps a little sharper, outlines somewhat
The German beers imported into this country may come from
clearer, _and where honesty is not so rare a commodity as within
the bottom of their barrel, but I presume they still have to meet that
~ese chmate-controlled interiors. The feeling usually lasts some
country's strict purity standards. For anyone who can find it, /
time and though it may only manifest itself in some small way particularly recommend Warsteiner, a beer I discovered on one visit
I will look on ,the efforts of our local police force to crack
to the Fatherland. And brewing your own is, of course, the ideal ◄ down on crack with a somewhat more jaundiced eye, or will make an
solution to any and all beer controversies.
LL
effort to listen to music with a more open ear - I appreciate it

C

DearMr. Lawrence

greatly,
you
I thank

wakeup call

•
I
kindly for the regular
call.
Hi! Boo-hoo, woke up this morning to a contra victory. I was
_,
hoping to see it all come together - the Berhn Wall, Nelson
Mandela, end of the contras...
Issue #34 was filled, I thought, with the usual selection of
But I guess the FSLN went the way of sweeping change." I
unusual viewpoints and as is regularly the case, I found them to be
was anticipating an FSLN victory and thought it was great that_the llliii..
for the most part, way right on. The essay on Detr01t m particular
Nicaraguans had toughed out ten years of US/contra aggression,
was excellent, especially as one could apply the same story to so
economic embargo, etc., and looked like they were going_to vote
many of this country's cities. The story of America's system of
for the FSLN (despite their problems) m the name of nationalism
apartheid needs to be told ... and I only hope will be before the
and as a rebuke to Reaganism/contra-ism. But I guess the economic
conditions in places like Detroit decline beyond· any hope of
pressure was too much and they opted for status quo-dom with Uncle
salvation. Also, your piece Soiuvenir Shopping
was quite
Sammy.
touching. To see that Lawrence Livermore_ isn'tt JUSt a caustic
Oh, that's OK. An FSLN victory would have JUStdeluded me
your · commentary on social issues that much
and distracted me from imminent global collapse - spmtual,
more poignant.
ethical, cultural, and economic; not to mention environmental
catastto he and ep
AIDS and racism

intellectual makes you
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I would however, like to to refer to two pieces and ask the
following. First, the Picasso piece ... that was a joke, right?
Lawrence Livermore, advocating an almost textbook-version
Romantic aesthetic of Art? Pretty funny. "Most of this stuff is just
plain ugly ... Doesn't it make you wonder what there was about the
arrival of the 20th century that suddenly made artists forget how to
paint?" Sounds like a cross between Ed Anger from The Weekly
World News and Dagney Taggart in Ayn Rand's The Fountainhead.
Granted, you make some excellent points about art's role in society
and the importance of every individual making his or her own
artistic statement, and I have to agree that Picasso, once he found
out how easy it was to make money with his talent squandered it on
schlocky self-imitation, but si=riously, LL, to write off art just
because it's "ugly" seems to me to be exactly like turning off music
just because it isn't melodic. Not all works of art are intended to be
pleasing to the eyes, just as not all music is meant for Muzak in
elevators. The works of the German Expressionists tend to assault
the senses, but therein lies their power. Contemporary artists like
Francis Bacon and Anselm Kiefer present images that are frankly
quite disturbing, but just as a band like Fugazi or the Lookouts uses
unpleasantness in their art, the ugliness is for a reason - it reflects
the ugliness in our lives to hopefully enlighten us and make us
better. In your essay, you mention Rauschenberg, Diebenkom,
Pollock, Johns, and Warhol. Your realize, of course, that,
although some of the work of these artists is important, and in my
opinion (who cares?) quite good, reeling off their names is like
saying The Beatles, Neil Diamond, The Beach Boys, and Chicago.
What I mean is, they're pretty mainstream. Find the artists who are
more like Op Ivy and the Mr. T Experience and the MC5; (I'll take
Hans Hoffman, DeKooning, and Elizabeth Murray for starters)
chances are they aren't painting "pretty," but perhps you would find
them more to your taste.
Now that I got that off my chest, let me ask my second
question: do you really think we have to boycott ALL American
bbeers? There are dozens of local microbreweries - Schell here in
Minnesota, Leinenkugel, Anchor in SF - who I don't think are
poison. I'm not dead yet, anyway.
One last thing... here's a quote from the dictionary (New
College American Heritage Dictionary, 1976 ed.): fascism - n. l. A
philosophy or system of government that advocates or exercises a
· dictatorship of the extreme right, particularly through the merging
of state and business leadership, together with a policy of
belligerent nationalism.
Pretty funny, huh?
Peace, love, and non-poisonous

As for the beer question, see my answer to the previous letter.
This issue seems to have touched some raw nerves; I am also in
receipt of a belligerent phor.e call from Mr. Ben Weasel of
Chicago, who accuses me of an elitist, anti-proletarian stance for
saying bad things about Budweiser, which he appears to believe is
something akin to "the people's beer" (he's evidently been
watching too many televised sports events) because it's relatively
affordable for impoverished struggling artists such as himself.
Said reasoning is highly specious, of course, since any number of
slightly less noxious brews ( e.g. Burgie, Milwaukee's Best,
rubbing alcohol) are even cheaper.
I was searching for an art analogy to be made there; but if there
is one it's not readily apparent to me. Ed Anger is no longer with
the Weekly World News, I believe, but his memory lives on, and I
am humbled to be even passingly compared with him. As for this
Dagney Taggart fellow, as you may remember from previous issues,
I never progressed too far beyond Page Io/The Fountainhead.
Perhaps you attach too narrow a definition to my use of the
word "beautiful" (if I used it interchangeably with "pretty," that
was unintentional). I conceive of it, as did, I believe, our old pal
Socrates, as part of a package deal: the good, the beautiful, and the
true. They don't come separately.

I find both beauty and power in many of the German
expressionists, as I believe I noted in m.f article. I don't in most of
the later artists you mention. Hoffman in particular, if this is the
same guy whose outsized canvases take up the whole top floor of
the University Art Museum ·in Berkeley, strikes me as remarkable
only for the brightness of his colors and the grandiosity of his
self-indulgence.
And if you'll permit me a little of my own self-indulgence, let
me refer to a piece of my own writing for a further illustration: last
issue's article on Detroit was, I believe, beautiful, even though it
dealt with some very ugly subject matter. Why? Because it
conveyed images and ideas in a clear and understandable way. What
wouldn't have been beautiful? If I had tried to express the same
emotions in obtuse free verse poetry, or an assemblage of scrap
metal, or several blots of sullen color hurled in rage at an
inoffensive canvas. Let me reiterate: art is above all about
communication, If you want to. define it differently, for example,
as a way for an artist to work through his or her neuroses, then
obviously this discussion is pointless.
It's nearly imposssible and in most cases useless to
distinguish between "mainstream" and "alternative;" you can lump
the Beatles with Neil Diamond if you choose, but there's no doubt
in my mind that the Fab Four are among the great artists/composers
of the 20th century, and certainly as valuable as Operation Ivy or
the MC5, as much as/ love the two latter bands (and since you are
well aware of that fact, I suspect a cheap polemic device on your
part here). I can't speak for Fugazi, but any unpleasantness in the
Lookouts' music is probably due more to a lack of skill than an
attempt to make some kind of artistic statement. My senses are
assaulted with ugliness every time I regard the world around me; I
see no need to reflect or amplify that ugliness.
What's with the definition of fascism, anyway?
U
to make some kind of point?

I was wondering, on top of everything else you have to do, if
perhaps you could help. with a cause here in Houston. I know I'm
not going to stay here forever, but a lot of people who have to stay
here are suffering. See, Texas schools are kicking people out just
because of how they look. Students left and right (males) are
getting kicked out just because their hair is "too long." And we can
only wear stud earrings, because dangling ones are also "too long."
And since I, like you, encourage people to think for themselves and
have no prejudices, I was thinking maybe you could do an article or
two about the situation down here in some of the zines you write
for. Perhaps if Aaron Cometbus or Chris Appelgren were interested
in how stupid this all is, they could make people aware through
graphics. I thought a student's only concern should be with getting
educated, not how to look to please someone else. I have to tie
back my mohawk so I can stay in school. Man, that's fuckin'
stupid! A fight has begun, including law suits, "Licks For Locks"
T-shirts, and student rights rallies, but we need as much recognition
as possible. People everywhere need to be aware of what our own
people are doing to us. Do you think the writers of the Bill of
Rights and the Constitution would be just a wee bit pissed? Well,
anything you or anyone up there can do would be greatly
appreciated. Please let me know if you can write anything or have
something drawn. If you do, tell me which publication(s) it is in,
and I'll definitely want a copy and I'll tell others to send their
money to get it, too. Thank you for your time. As always, good
luck to your cause!
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I'm not sure I could add much; you've already stat your c
quite well. I have to admit being slightly amused at the great state
of Texas getting itself in a dither over mohawks and dangling
earrings. I'm tempted to comment on how little things change over
the years, but in reality the have changed some: during my hippie
·days, long-haired and/or earringed travelers avoided Texas for
.'(literally) fear of their lives.
I admire your idealism, too, but where did you get the
impression that a student's only concern should be with getting
educated? Especially in light of tlU!fact t
the American public
school system produces a higher rate of illiteracy than probably
any other industrialized country? No, I'm afraid you are learning an
unpleasant but valuable lesson: that the primary function of
schools is to browbeat students into submissiveness so that they
will become docile producers and consumers. While this is
especially true in late 20th century America, it is rwthing new; if
we as humans truly valued original thought, we wouldn't constantly
persecute and kill those rare individuals who are capable of it. You
can learn a great deal during your years at school, but unfortunately
much of it will have to be despite the efforts of teachers and
(especially administrators) to prevent you from doing so. Good
LL
luck.

Hi Lawrence,
I want to tell you your column in Maximum Rocknroll #77, I
think, the one about your friend living in a shack and not working,
deeply affected me. It was brilliant. I now include it with my zine,
the Subversive. I copied a whole bunch of your column and people
have written me back several times telling me they liked it very
much. I wrote something kinda similar to that for the book
"Sabotage In The American Workplace" for Pressure Drop Press.
I don't mean to sound like a sappy fan and place you on a
pedestal; but your column is the best thing in MRR, and I could
easily say you're one of my favorite writers. As my old high
school English teacher used to say, your writing has a "tone" that
very few writers are lucky enough to have. Your columns drip with
substance. The one about how you went back to Detroit and
everything had changed was also excellent. So you'll probably be
surprised to find out that I wrote that letter, signed Barnacle Fuck,
in MRR, that you responded to in your column. It was a big joke,
of course, that I guess everyone took seriously. I put down you and
Mykel, my favorite writers, and all my favorite bands, OP IV, No
Means No, etc. I was inspired by seeing Repo Man for the first
time in a long time and the whole dumb suburban punk rocker
attitude of that and almost every other mainstream movie about the
punk scene, and also that whole silly GG Allin type of folk who
slag everything and wear anarkee symbols on their eyebrows and
go to shows and flex their biceps and such. It was four in the
morning and I wrote the letter with that vision of Emilio Estevez
singing "TV Party" still in my head and I called my friend and read
it to him and he couldn't stop laughing, so I sent it in to MRR. I
thought the part at the end about "I've got a big mohawk and all the
Misfits 7''s and fuck yoooo" was enough to give away that it was a
joke, quite a funny one at that, I thought, what with me alleging
that you had to be sodomized by your dad to be a true punker. I
assure you broccoli is my favorite vegetable and I wouldn't go near
liver or any dead substance either. But a lot of people really do
think on the lines of that letter, I guess. I read that letter that
Choke from Slapshot wrote you, that you put in your Lookout ad.
Hopefully he was joking too, but somehow I doubt it.

Please keep up what you're domg; your ow geable wisdom
and wit is so valuable to a scene with too many Slapshots. Myself
and a penpal who I met through MRRwere discussing the fact that
it is too bad that only the privileged few, who read MRR and
Lookout, can read your stuff, when I think it would be even more
valuable if your ideas were communicated to a more mainstream
audience via a big newspaper column. Surely it would be a welcome
change from the boneheads who write for the Los Angeles Times.
My penpal pointed out that most of the masses would probably
consider it a novelty sort of thing and brush it off with "another
hippie who wants to change the world and is probably on drugs" or
some such hindu thing my parents would say. I was wondering
about your views on that kind of thing, writing for the San
Francisco Chronicle or something like that. Anyhow, thanks for

enlightening me about a lot of things and
columns are getting better and better. Foo!
Adam Bregman
Los Angeles
While I don't have any moral objections to writing for a paper
like the Chronicle and would probably do so if they asked me to
(provided I had the freedom to write whatever I chose). it's not
something I would actively pursue. I think it s far more important
to create and nurture our own communications network. I think too
many writers / artists I musicians view the alternative media as
only a steppingstone to the big time. institutions like the
Chronicle, or Warner Brothers Records, or the big publishing
houses or art galleries need us more than we need them. All they've
ve
got is money and power; we've got the_ideas and imagination that
they feed on. I say let's put them on a diet and nourish ourselves for
achange. LL

Hello Lawrence my friend,
Thanx for sending #34 (all letters start like this). r enjoyed
readmg 1t, though I cannot understand that all America s ms 1o be
happy_that East Germany opened up the wall. Guess it's typically
Amencan to have strong feelings about things that happen
thousands of miles away when their government tells them to.
That's more directed to the situation in general and not your article,
which was OK (I could go on about this for ages but don't wanna
bore you. ASK! if you want lo know more!).
It's really disappointing to see the name SLAPSHOT appear so
often the in the SQUANDERED MESSAGE record review (Lookout
#34). I must admit that I like STARS AND STRIPES (an offshoot 0
Slapshot d1stmgu1shed by moronically violent and fascist lyrics•
some people claim it's all a joke, but it's missing one vital element
of jokedom, i.e., it's not funny ..LL much better than SLAPSHOT.
Actually, after leaving SQUANDERED MESSAGE, I now play
together with EAST GERMAN SKINS in a band called BOOTS AND
BRACES and I may say we sound at least as good as ... er ... you
know. We even got signed lo Patriot Records.
Well, it's no joke that I'll start my own label soon to release
plenty of 7"s by positive youths who are straight edge and do .the
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dishes every day. The label
about Monsula? I'm ·
an EP by the Japanese NUKEY PIKES gang which is sure to melt
is there too Will Lookout release a Downfall 7" Still
brain cells. Their tape got a good review in MRR #76. Anyway,
forward to anything from Corrupted Morals and
I'll keep bothering you with these releases so you can tear them • to
you some day, Larry. Gardner tells me it's th
S
apart in your record reviews and compare them to bands like
Bay thmg to do, that is, dis you.
coo out
and
ARS AND STRIPES which will help sell records
Lotsa green love to you,
vast amounts, Im sure.
Well, gotta go
to buy some food before the East Germans
••
Los Angeles
go thru and leave
Take care not valium
•
..
Florian Helmchen
If Gardner wasn't luc enough to be in such a great a as
Berlin
Cringer, he probably would have been dead a long time ago, stujfed
■ ... ~ ... a a •
.... in some Honolulu luau pit with a pineapple in his characteristically
Dear Lawrence Livermore,
...,_""'1111111111
wide-open mouth. Monsula? What can I say; they're from the Et1St
I've liked some of your stuff in the past, though I think it had ~
Bay; they have to be great. They have a 7" and an album out. Blatz
its self-indulgent side. But your report on Bruce Anderson's ~ features not one but two legendary famine editors, and I predict
hearing (Anderson Valley Advertiser, Feb. 7, 1989) was a really
they will become known as the Punk Floyd of the 90s. Downfall?
second-rate piece of grandstanding on your own behalf. What A y A ~ Nobody knows anything about this ( ex-)band, possibly not even
readers needed was a solid account of what went on. What we got
the members themselves. Green Day LP and Corrupted Morals LPs
from you was a lot of verbal drapery about your own personal views
have been out since forever, which is your fault for writing this
of the credibility of the witnesses. Your motive in all of this, so
letter so long before this issue came out.
LL
far as I can see, was to set yourself forth as some sort of nobly ►
objective soul, but what you actually achieved was the precise
,<" :('.
reverse. We needed a reporter, not a show-off.
~ , a
• •
___
Alexander Cockburn
~ Dear Lookout,
Los An eles
~
Being from St. Louis, even though it's not nearly in the sad
~~~- ~ shape you say Detroit is, I can relate to a lot of your analysis of
urban decay (URBN DK?) which is becoming all too characteristic
\
~,
.of midwestern cities. St. Louis has quite a few blemishes and
Dear Alex,
.r A
. 's ◄ ailments itself, not to mention the recent closing of the Chrysler
J'mflattered to receive a dressing-down from one 0J merica
plant, which, even though it was located in the suburbs, still
most distinguished political commentators. But...
affects the urban area and has left thousands without jobs. One
J admit that my coverage of Bruce's hearing was ~ exactly
obvious comparison between Detroit and St. Louis would be beer,
brilliant, but J don't think the intrwsion of my personal views was
though I unfortunately don't foresee any corporate takeovers of the
the problem. I've never represented my writing as anything but_my
might Anheuser-Busch or the closing down of its smelly brewery
personal views. You, who have so often and so accurately ra_ded
just south of downtown.
against the cult of objectivity that has emasculated American
But a lot of effort has been put forth to revitalize the City of
journalism, should understand this.
.
..
► ♦ St. Louis and keep the downtown area thriving. The Central West
Jfully support Bruce in his battles with our local autho~,t~s,
End, Union Station, Forest Park, St. Louis Centre, Busch Stadium,
and greatly admire him as well. I don't however, see myself l11111ted◄ Laclede's Landing, the Arch, and plans in the works for a new
to being Anderson's halo-polisher, and if something I wrote gave
convention center and domed sports stadium, besides a new arena
the impression that he might in s?"'e instances fa~l shor~ of
for the St. Louis Blues, are all part of the central nervous system
absolute perfection, you must forgive me my occasional little ~ that helps keep the city alive. And let's not forget the Alley, the
heresies.
,,
.
new downtown Gilman-like haven for local bands (and skinheads)
As for your charge that I was "grandstanding" or showing
to shine at $5 Saturday matinee shows. St. Louis has always had to
off," Jam shocked. To hear a writer of such renown as yourself
really stick up for itself, since it is not part of St. Louis County
intimating that any member of our profession could sacrifice the ........... (one of, I think, only two countyless cities in the US). It does have
pKrsuit of truth for the sake of self-aggr":"f'ize!"ent or e~o ~ a tough and smart mayor, while the St. Louis County commissioner
gratification leaves me on the verge of utter d1sillwswnment. Will
◄ is a spineless wimp and scamster, much like our president, who
yo" next suggest that some of our political leaders are driven by .....
continually tries to lure city businesses and interested outsiders out
motives other than ublic service?
U -----.~
.....
to the suburbs. And even though they don't make it to the playoffs
~ every year, the St. Louis Cardinals continue to pack the house,
dnwmg mo,e '"" •~h yeM tlu,n my othe, '""' in b=b•ll, ,o I
._ '-.. ~ suppose St. Louis ans still take a lot of pride in seeing their city
La~ce
·
.·
'survive, which I'm sure could still happen in Detroit if it's done
soon and people there will let it.
On to other grand and glorious topics: Lookout #33 and #34
Tomas here from the death and burial ground of punk. Cringer 1111,.~
gone, Jawbreaker gone, no all-ages venues, so... The Adolescents ..,...~
were both excellent.
I especially enjoyed, well, everything
play the Country Club . Yeah, and every time a band comes, Bad ~ actually - and I like how you used two different covers and splitReligion backs them up (e.g.: the Buzzcocks). The Orange County
flipped the zine in half in #34. Keep it up! The Lookout
straight edge scene has really scattered; apart from Haywire, Head
organization is the model we at Pipeline Productions will try to
First, and, oh, you make lup the name . *dizolv* is my new thang, ,
emulate here in the midwest with its setup in Lawrence
. d
· 1
1
f 1b
(Livermore?), Kansas in November or December. Pipeline will
capping upon the thrivin_g LA noise / m ustr1a s~ene; o~s o c u s
for this death/retro stuff m LA. Two years ago it was hip-hop and
include the re-issuing of Pipeline fanzine, a record/tape label, radio
funk, now in LA it's mostly death/gloom classics and hard rock in shows, and band/show promotion. There are literally hundreds of
the clubs. Club XYZ on Sunday nights is the oasis in the desert
young talented bands in the Missouri/Kansas area who would die for
that LA is. They've had The Undead, Hardons, and are planning a
an organization like yours here, and we hope to provide them with
Mr. T Experience gig. Don't let Gardner bother you when you're ~ at least a close facsimile. But we need pointers (dos, don'ts, etc.) of
trying to sleep at the MRR house _ he's always looking ~or
how to successfully start an operation like that virtually from
trouble _ why, last show at Gilman, they played a Cheap Tnck
scratch, and with but a handful of people. Teach us, Larry! Maybe a
feature article on how to set up your own Lookout Records or
cover. It was sick!
?"
somethin ; we're new at this, and need all the help we can get!

_
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Also, any seriously interested persons,
s, promoters,
etc., in the Kansas City/Lawrence/fopeka area who think they'd
like to help out, PLEASE contact me ASAP and let's get the ball
rolling. Hopefully in five years or so, we'll have a respectable
organization attracting bands like Cringer from Arkansas (?!?
Cringer is from Hawaii; do you mean Econochrist?) to come here!
Oh, and a current resident of Arcata and student at Humboldt, __
__ _ (in light of what follows, I thought it best to delete the
name ... Ed.), is even planning to relocate here and help us with
(ahem) our planned SW pirate radio station.
Another thing, Larry, is Lookout a part-time operation? I
seriously doubt it, considering the amount of work you guys do.
But what do you all do for a living (where do you get$$)? Do you
all have other jobs, and if so, doing what? I've always wondered
how something like this could succeed while not pulling in much
(if any) of a profit.
Sorry to hear David Hayes split, but I'm sure you guys will
survive. Well, I've already taken up too much of your ,precious
space, so I'll close. Here's a dollar for #35.
Kopper/Pipeline
431-A Vine St
Chillicothe MO 64601
P.S. Whoppers do taste good! (especially late at night w/ a gut
full of Black Label) and you guys just couldn't handle the WTG 7"
cuz it's got that dirty midwest sound. Too bad. They are a bunch of
goofballs, but aren't we all?
P.P.S. Are the rumors true, Lawrence? Are you really moving
to Arcata?

Why there would be rumors in St. Louis about me moving to
Arcata is more than I care to contemplate, but yes, it is possible
that I might some day make it my home. But for the next year I'll
be at Berkeley getting my college degree.
As for your question about $$, "all" us guys amounts to
exactly three of us, The other two are students too, and only work
part time at Lookout. For me it's definitely full time; it was
something like 60 to 70 hours a week, until I cut back to about 30
hours when school started. And no, Lookout doesn't bring in
enough profit to support me at present. Luckily I'm too busy to
notice most of the time, but obviously such a situation can not
continue indefinitely. Sooner or later, most likely sooner, the
record label will have to make at least enough money to keep me in
brown rice and tofu, or else it will have to be discontinued or
seriously scaled back. Fortunately, the way things have been
going, I think the label will do well enough, which will of course
earn me the title of "sellout" from all the real punks who are still
getting supported by their parents.
LL

Why I Keep WritingEven When I
Don't Really Feel Like It
I was coming home at about two a.m. Downtown Berkeley was
almost deserted. There were no cars on Shattuck Avenue . The only
sound I could hear was a woman singing.
She was singing loud enough to be heard for several blocks.
She wasn't bad, either, at least as good as most people you'd hear
on the radio these days.
I _came around the comer , and saw her standing there with a
shopping cart full of her belongings, singing her song to a black
man who looked back at her respectfully. Every so often she'd stop
smgmg and explain something to him in a determined, angry
voice.
It was a cold night. Not as cold as it was earlier this winter,
but cold enough that sleeping on the street wasn't going to be any
fun . maybe that's why she was still up singing at two a.m., or
maybe 1t was JUSttoo early to put her song away for the night.

If she were like some other people she might be dancing away
m some trendy San Francisco club, or even up on stage singing her
heart out - she was certainly good enough for that.
But for whatever reasons life hhadn't worked out that way, and
now she was smgmg to an audience of one - two, if you counted
me - on a desolate street corner in downtown Berkeley. I
wondered 1f I would feel like singing if I were in her place. Then I
remembered that I didn't feel like singing anyway, and I had a warm
home to go to, and food in the refrigerator, and a future to look
forward to. What did she know that -I didn't?
I thought back to my own days on the street. At least I tried
to. It's hard to bring back the past without throwing a romantic
gloss over everything, whether you're waxing nostalgic about how
easy and exciting everything was, or trying to impress others with
how brutal and harsh a reality you had clawed your way up from.
At the age of 20 spending a few nights in alleys or abandoned
basements can be a great adventure. I wondered how it would be at
40, or how it would feel to have the adventure continue for months
or years. Would I be singing then? Or would I be hunched in a
doorway staring bitterly at the world passing me by, or stalking
the streets like a wild man, hurling curses at everyone who looked
more fortunate than myself?
By now I was out of earshot, and the only sound was the dull
roar that every city throws up incessantly, even in the dead of
night. I was troubled by the idea that I should have a home while so
many others didn't. What had I done to make me more deserving
than the hundreds (thousands?) who haunt the streets of Berkeley
night after night?
Many people, I thought, work harder than I do and are Jess
, fortunate. I don't live in luxury, but the amount of freedom I
possess is in itself a great luxury, one denied the vast majority of
the human race. By freedom I mean the freedom to eat when I want,
to sleep in a comfortable bed, to drink coffee and read books, to
study at a great university and have high-minded discussions about
the great questions of the ages, to make choices about when I will
work and the type of work I will do. In these grim days those are
almost the perquisites of aristocracy .
Again I heard myself asking, why did I,.and not someone else,
deserve this? In a sense it was a trick question; people far richer
than me do absolutely nothing, or worse, spend. their days in orgies
of envuonmental or political destruction for which they are paid on

I

a scale
kingsto could
dream
of. buying
how
oneancient
deserved
live, hardly
I realized,
I was
If I persisted
into the
in notion
asking
that the system of property and capital governing our lives is
somehow legitimate, that the individuals who "own" vast tracts of
land or mind-boggling sums of money actually have a right to
them .
Sti.1, perhaps because of the Protestant work ethic
underpinning Euro-American society, I needed to explain, if only
to myself, what entitled me to partake of the earth's wealth. I'm a
businessman, of course, a student, and some might even say a
philosopher, but all these professions are a bit self-indulgent, and
their benefits to society are at best nebulous. Does the world really
need more punk rock record? A more evolved sociological
analysis, or a unified field theory of human consciousness?
The one thing I do that I can feel unreservedly ·good about is
even more nebulous, and that's my writing.
I can't point
specifically to how anything I've ever written has had a worthwhile
effect on the course of'human events or how it has substantively
altered a single life for the better.
But somehow I sense that what l write has value, and that it
justifies, if only barely, my continued existence . Even then,
however, I find myself demanding, yeah, but what have you done
lately? A year ago, five years ago, I can cite articles that I'm proud
of, that fully grasned the moment and illuminated it
But yesterday, last week, last month? How much grace do I get
before my typewriter is taken away and my frozen fingers instead
push a shopping cart up and down Shattuck Avenue while the
prosperous and well-fed edge around me hoping that I won't ask
them for money or confront them in their own uneasy consciences?
Underlying every great work of art, and every sordid, abusive
commercial enterpise as well, is an unfathomable, unrelenting
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Marshall, I'm .curious how it Is for you having to work
with these little whippersnappers...
.
MARSHALL: Ask them how it is working with an old geezer hke
me.
JOEY: It's fun, cuz I get to call him dad.
EGGPLANT: And we don't mind the occasional naps between
practices.
JOEY: Do your homework time.
Does he get after you like that?
JOEY: "'We ain't practicing unless you did all your homework ... " ·
MARSHALL: Did you clean your room?
EGGPLANT: Oh shit, stop the interview, I gotta go home and clean
my room .

So does he buy beer for you?
JOEY: Well, occasionally.
EGGPLANT: No, no, he buys us Blatz.
between beer and Blatz.

Yeah I'm curious about that.
big time beer in California.
name yourself after it?
LOOKOUT:

EGGPLANT: We're gonna be 100% senous.

So you're all going to tell me your names and what you
play...
.
every time we speak.

No, you have to say them now ...
EGGPLANT: Jade, say something so we know who to erase.

So why isn't Jade In the band?

.
JESSE: He does know all the songs, I'll give him that much credit..
EGGPLANT: OK, first of all he doesn't come to practJ.ce on time, he
doesn't wear his dress when you want him to, and he doesn t
tecnybop for us, and we just can't stand all his shit anymore
OK
so it sounds like, Eggplant,
you re hke the

hatchet man of the band, you do all the harshing ...
EGGPLANT: I am, but I try not to...

for

JESSE: I just slap him around every once m a while and 1t works
out..·
·
bbl
JOEY: We get in our squabbles, believe me we get m our squa es.

of the outfit?

JESSE: Well, I am, obviously.
You write music, Jesse, or only words?
JESSE: I only have to write words.
.
JOEY: Egglant usually makes up the songs. Marshall throws m a
few things. Actually, we all kind of ...
EGGPLANT: We just kind of blatz it all together ...
JESSE: But you can generally blame him...

But your name does have something to do with beer?
JOEY: Me and Eggplant used to drink it when we used to be with
John Santos, our old bass player. We used to drink it in his room all
the time, and we got really drunk one day, or actually we were on
acid, I think ...
EGGPLANT: We were on acid, walking down to see Green Day play
at James Washburn's house ...
JOEY: Yeah, and then we said let's name it Blatz cuz we always drink
i [. ..

This is not a drug-free

youth kind of band?

JESSE: Yes we are. First of all, I'm from Noo Yawk, and where I
come from ...

New York?

.

But how is it for the rest of you guys, workmg
such a hard taskmaster as Mr. Eggplant?

Well, who's the musical brains

Blatz isn't really like a
Why did you choose to

MARSHALL: The real question is why did the Blatz company choose
to call their beer Blatz? What kind of a name is Blatz? That's the
kind of sound you make when you've had too many of them.

OK, the Interview is

( belch)

JOEY: Do we have to say our

There's a big difference

Philadelphia's

not New York, Jesse.

JOEY: Same thing.
EGGPLANT: He was on acid too.
JESSE: I don't forget the struggle, I don't forget the streets.
physically strong, morally straight, cuz I'm the youth of today

I'm

Yeah I'm not totally aware of your lyrics yet, 1s that
the kind of subject matter you typically deal with?
JOEY: What is the subject matter?
EGGPLANT: Oh yeah, the whole band would like to know what you
sing about, Jesse.
JOEY: He does have a political song...
EGGPLANT: Yeah, "Unite and Fight." Let Jesse explain i1t.
,
JESSE: "Unite and Fight" is written by Shavon Kmg, who s a
Barrington acid dealer, I mean, no not at all, really
EGGPLANT: But you gotta explain what the song s about.
JOEY: He doesn't know what it means
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SSE: It's bullshit vague political lyrics.
EGGPLANT: OK, tell us about "Berkelely ls My Baby."
JESSE: I wrote that for a different band that really sucks, sucks worse
than we do. Barely. It deals with the alienation I felt when I arrived
in this fine city.
You mean people
didn't
immediately
like
themselves at your feet?
JESSE: No no no, they did that, and I just didn't like that...
You were contemptuous
of that,
you thought
should play a little harder to get?
JESSE: Yes.
So that's why you say Berkeley sucks?
JESSE: Well it does, it's a fucking fantasyland, you know, going on
Telegraph Avenue with the fucking college and shit. Fuck that shit.
So this is why you decided to move here?
,JESSE: The weather is fucking great.
I see.
Fantasy weather.
JESSE: Yes, it's very fantasy, and I'm enjoying it. "Hustler" is a
song about pool...
IT's not about being a street hustler?
Jesse No, but wait, I did have a very interesting experience in a
San Pablo Avenue laundromat where I almost was able to become a
hustler, and anytime I want to hustle, anybody wants to hustle, just
ask me and I'll give them the address ...
Why don't we just publish it here as a public ser .vice?
JESSE: Sure, it's ... well, I don't know the address, but it's on San
Pablo near University, and like they like semi-good looking white
boys who are skinn ...

You're not that skinny ...
EGGPLANT: But you're good looking.
MARSHALL: Semi-good looking.
But Is this like an upscale clientele?
I'm sure
our readers
would only be interested
in the
side of things ...
JESSE: No, it's the people who run the laundromat...
So they're
running
a pimping
operation
out
laundromat?
JESSE: No! Oh, Jesus Christ, they're gonna fucking hunt me down
and kill me.
EGGPLANT: We also have a song called "Fuck Shit Up."
I can almost wonder what that's about ...
EGGPLANT: Well, it's pretty critical about things like Absolutely
Z1ppo and the Ashtray, things like that ...
Which
reminds
me, you and Jesse
are rival
editors;
how do you manage
to rein in your
enough to work together?
JESSE: Rivals? See, that's why the East Bay sucks, because there's
mstlgators ...
EGGPLANT: There's like false wars between everything, I mean the
only thmg I really have agamst like Wordburger is that the fucking
1d1otlost my harmonica.
So do you believe in performing
under the influence of
drugs or alcohol?
JOEY: I know he has .. I've seen Eggplant like slapped really hard.
GetEGGPLANT: Slapped 1s like the Green Day expression for stoned.
Oh, Is that why they wanted to call their record Get
Slappy?
EGGPLANT: Yeah, probably.

What about your nipple, Joey?
JOEY: My nipple? I'll show it to you.

Well, we've seen it, - at least most
have
there any particular
reason
you
pierced?
JESSE: He's a sex bomb.
JOEY: Cuz Ihell of like filth.
EGGPLANT: Tell him about the girl at school when she saw your
nipple.
JOEY: Oh yeah, I made a girl vomit at school when I showed her my
nipple. I swear to god, man. She asked to see it. This 1s when 1t
looked really sick cuz it had pus and scab crap commg out of 1t...
Yeah, that was my favorite time, too...
.
JOEY: Then I saw her face just get totally pale and she vomited, and I
was all, "Yeah!!!"
,
So I guess that explains your purpos_e...
JOEY: Yeah. No, it's not to make people vomit. I don t know, I was
drunk. Put it that way.
Who did the job?
JOEY: An El Sobrante white boy, my sister's boyfriend ...
ls this a regular hobby of his?
JOEY: He has his done too.
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Has he done It to your sister?
JOEY: No, I mean, I don't know ...
I mean her nipple, of course ...
JOEY Has he done it to my sister? What's that have to do with this?
I 'm Just trying to get to your psychological
makeup
Any
of
you
others
have
pierced
orifices
or

appendages

JOEY: Eggplant has a pierced ear ...
EGGPLANT: But I don't have an earring anymore, it was tearing up ...
JESSE: Yeah, I used to have an earring, but. .. I lost it.
JOEY: I have writing on my stomach from Billie Joe ...
EGGPLANT: Oh, nice underwear Joey ...
JOEY: You gotta write about this. Dude, purple is awesome, dude.
Cuz they have like two purple fishes going right at my dick. Look at
that, is that not awesome?
MARSHALL: Where's your photographer?
are you getting this
down?
Joey will expose himself
for anyone
at any time; I
already wrote about that.
Marshall,
Is this your first
band?
MARSHALL: Uh, the first band under these circumstances.
· As opposed to •••
Under these circumstances?
JESSE: Other circumstances.
MARSHALL: Pierced nipples and fish underwear.
JADE: Didn't you used to own Kiss and make them perform sex acts
for you?'
MARSHALL: No. I used to be in a band called Death Camp Jam.
JOEY: You serious?
MARSHALL: Yeah.
Was It "punk?"
MARSHALL: No, it was covers and we never played anywhere. It
was like a very low profile band.
EGGPLANT: What do you think of the difference between the music
of now and your old band?
MARSHALL: The old band was just covers.
EGGPLANT: Do you like the music now?
MARSHALL: Yeah. It's more fun.
How did you get Into this kind of music?
From
Gilman, or did you like this music before?
MARSHALL: Pretty much mostly from Gilman.
JOEY: How old are you? May I ask?
MARSHALL: I'm too old for this.
JOEY: He's never told me how old he is.
Is It a secret how old you are?
c-,
EGGPLANT: 26.
b
JESSE: 39.
JOEY: I think he told me 28. That's not that old.
It's not old enough to be your dad.
JOEY: You could be, though.
JESSE: I thought you were 19, Lawrence.
JOEY: Actually, ifhe had me when he was like 10. No, 12, ifhe had
me when he was 12 years old, I'd be able to call him dear old dad.
And you wouldn't
be getting the car to go to practice
all the time, either.
MARSHALL: Yeah.
JESSE: I'm 11.

"'l'

What made you come to Berkeley,
seriously?
Before you found out that it
fantasy land?
JESSE: Well, I came for the anarchist gathering.
EGGPLANT: Oh shit!

No way!
JESSE: I know, I didn't mean to be so political.
· EGGPLANT: OK, Blatz is breaking up right now.
JESSE: And like actually, I sort of had fun at that riot, even though it
was fucked up.
You're
like the one who goes around
putting
all the

circle

As everywhere,

right?

JESSE: No .
· EGGPLANT: That was Beka.
Beka, that's
your girlfriend,
right?
JESSE: Oh my god, no, excuse me, I've never, thank you, no.
EGGPLANT: Just Lint and Claude and ...
JESSE: I see a gossip column coming .. .
JOEY: I want to hear some gossip about the night at Collective
Chaos when you got your arm broken.
JESSE: Oh, that was fun. That was a great show.
Who broke your arm?
JESSE: The guys at the comer liquor store.
For any reason?
JESSE: I was white. I lived there.
Oh, you lived at Collective
Chaos?
JESSE: Yeah.
And they just said "Come here boy, we're gonna break
your arm"?
JESSE: Well, they came in with a lead pipe and beat the shit out of
me.
Inside your house?
JESSE: Mm-hmm.
EGGPLANT: It was during Boom and the Legion of Doom. The band
consisted of like three guitarists, two bass players, two drummers, a
saxophone player, and a singer lighting his hair on fire ...
JESSE: It was really good ...
EGGPLANT: And they were throwing blood everywhere. So at the
moment no one noticed anything when Jesse was hit with a· large
lead pipe and his arm was broken ...
JESSE: But then they realized likesomething was wrong so they
stopped the show. And then the guys came in from the back door,
the same people who beat me up by the front door, they came in the
back door ..with all these lead pipes and said "We heard somebody got
beat up ...
EGGPLANT: That was the first time I seen Jesse. Then I seen this
guy again, and he was like he had a cast on his head, and I was just
going "What's up, you OK?" It was at a Dwarves show, and for some
reason, Jesse comes up to the guitarist, shakes up a can of soda and
like sprays it all over the guitarist, and they just went into a wild fit
and like every band- member was trying to kill him, they wanted to
tear Jesse's. throat out, and I was just like, "Who the fuck's this
freak?"
JESSE: Then he threw a guitar at me and I like picked it up and I was
ready to, just like this, and the roadie was like, "Don't touch that
guitar," and I was like, "Well, he already threw it at me, it's not like
it's going to break any more." But they were a great band; I want to
see them again. I don't think they want to see me again, though.
EGGPLANT: Then one day we were just practicing in the side room at
Gilman and Jesse came in and we were pretty much just waiting for a
singer to like fall out of heaven ...
MARSHALL: He walks in and says, "Can I be your singer?"
JESSE: I didn't say that.
MARSHALL: I think you did.
JOEY: I asked him.
EGGPLANT: No, Jade asked him.
(oops,
the tape
broke,
end of interview,
I
Anyone know whatever
happened
to Jade?)
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Cartoons are an important but overlooked part of society.
When you think about them, you can't help but wonder, "What the
fuck do we make 'em for?" I mean, why are there cartoons? I don't
know, so don't be asking me. I'm just here to share my knowledge
of them with you. I started out watching Yogi Bear and Huckleberry
Hound; now I'm struggling to keep up with shit like Jem or Karate
Kid ...
To understand this celluloid and paint universe, you must
understand the three types of cartoons that exist:
1. Saturday morning cartoons. I'm talking about Flintstone
Kids, the Real Ghostbusters (yes, there are fake ones), Alf. and the
Smurfs.
2. Syndicated afterschool cartoons. These ones are like
Duck.tales, Transformers, Voltron, and GI Joe.
3. Cartoon features. These are made by Disney and Ralph
Bakshi (Fritz the Cat, Wizards, Heavy Traffic), and Don Bluthe (An
American Tale, All Dogs Go To Heaven, Secret of Nimh).
Other outdated types of cartoons include:
4. Theatre shorts. These were shown before a feature film in
theatres. Bugs Bunny, Woody Woodpecker, Betty Boop, and
Popeye fall into this category.
5. Prime time cartoons. This type was popular in the 50s and
includes such classics as The Flintsones, Jetsons, Top Cat, and
Rocky and Bullwinkle.
These last two types have sort of fallen into the afterschool
syndicated rerun category, alongside those shows in type #2,
although The Simpsons recently has been storming into the prime
time air waves and is actually animated.
So, in the cartoon world this is how you exist, besides a
possible prime time one-shot like the Peanuts Thanksgiving
Special or something.

Now about the kinds of cartoons you can watch or make, well,
there are many. For old time cartooners like me, too many. I guess
we'll make another list:
1. Cute, funny animal character shows. For this you need a
funny, cute animal (pig, cat, puppy, mouse), and throw in a mean
enemy animal (cat, bulldog, vulture, wolf) to create a conflict.
From here you can got into a US Acres (failed comic strip turned
cartoon) genre, or you can try to follow classical suit and make a
pseudo -Tom and Jerry or Woody Woodpecker. But, be warned, a
good cartoon is not e~y to make.
.
.
2. A science ficti.on/war cartoon. The basic elements of this
type of show is some robots that tum into cars, planes, boats, or
dinosaurs, plus a couple cute token comic relief characters, ma~be a
little dog robot or monkey or a kid. In these shows, with a
gimmick you can go far; look at Go-bots, GI Joe, etc ...
(A slight offshoot from this style of show is the Japanese
animated cartoon. They, despite being sci-fl in origin, become
sort of soap opera-ish. You should only tune into these if~y~u don't
lead a life and can watch every day. Star Blazers, all five senes, and
Robotech, with its five series also, are good examples of this. Be
careful though; watching these is like falling into a pit, you get
deeper and deeper until you have no life, only badly dubbed English
versions of Japanese children's shows - but is that so bad?)
3. Movie/I'V show/game-oriented cartoon. This is pretty
much self-explanatory.
Includes the likes of Captain N, the
Gamemaster, Karate Kid, Gummi Bears, Laverne and Shirley, and
the Real Ghostbusters.
These are the three most prominent styles and themes of
cartoons today. There are, of course, twists and combinations of
these three, but when you make cartoon rice, this is what's there
when the water's boiled awa .
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by permission from Blarg fanzine)

Diary,
I still can't believe it!!! Me, Laurie L., the plainest, more
boring girl at Pinole Valley High School, the girl that all the boys
bark at when I walk by, the girl whose mother wouldn't even let her
go to a New Kids On The Block concert because "there's often a bad
element at those rock concerts, dear," I got to go on a four day tour
with my total hearthrobs, GREEN DAY!!!!
Little did I know that when I entered that "Win A Dream Date
With Green Day" contest in Tiger Beat magazine (my lame-o
brother calls it Puberty Beat, but what does he know, he's probably
a homo anyway) that I, out of all the millions of Green Day fans in
America would get picked!
The day that letter arrived was the happiest day of my life. But
before I could get too excited, I realized I had a biiiig problem ....
my parents!! I knew they'd never let me go off with a rock band for
even one night, let alone four days!
So for once I decided not to put up with their crap. I wasn't sure
what to do, so at school the next day I went around to all the
weirdos and asked them what would THEY do? See, I figure people
who have blue mohawks and only come to school when they feel
like it and make these gross magazines with naked pictures in them
must have figured out a way to handle their parents .
So I went to this guy Eggplant (boy, I feel sorry for him, his
parents must have really hated him to name him something like
that), and he looked at me like, "You really want to go on tour with
Green Day?"
And I said, "Oh yeah, I'd DIE to go on tour with Green Day."
He looked at me kind of funny and said, "Yeah,but would you
KILL?"
I thought he was joking, but I wasn't sure. Then I looked at his
beady little eyes piercing deep into my soul and I KNEW he wasn't.
I thought, hmm, what the hell, you only go around once, might as
well go for it, blah blah, blah ...
So I said, all kind of hoarse and everything, "Yeah, I guess I
would ... "
And he said, 'Then the one you should talk to is Claude."
Omigod!!! Even I had heard of Claude. He's so evil that he's
practically ... SATANIC!!! He dropped out of school in eighth grade
and all he ever does is take drugs and read weird books and molest
little girls. I was always afraid to even look at him.
But I'd gone too far to stop now. After school instead of going
home I went to Telegraph Avenue in Berkeley where all the scummy
people hang out, and sure enough, there was Claude. He looked all
perverted and he was smoking cigarettes and all these girls were
standing around him like they wanted him to do bad stuff to them.
But they got out of the way when they saw me coming, and
Claude wasn't mean or dirty or anything. He was actually kind of
nice.
He said, "My friend Eggplant tells me you have a problem."
I said, "Two problems, actually. Two really big ones."
"Parents, huh? This ought to take care of them."
He handed me a brown bottle it was full of pills.
"How many of these should I take?" I asked him.
He laughed, kind of heh-heh like. "No, you don't take them,
THEY do. Your parents."
"Oh no," I said, "my parents wouldn't take drugs. They're
Christian Scientists."
"You look like a smart little girl. I'll bet you can figure
something out."
And you know what, he was right, I DID.
That night I offered to help my mother with dinner. Then,
en she was looking I emptied all of Claude's capsules into the
ashed potatoes. Then I said I didn't feel like eating, and went
tairs and listened to all my Green Day records five or six times.

After a while I stuck my head out the door.
"Yuck!" I heard my father saying. 'These are the worst
mashed potatoes I ever tasted in my life!"
"Then cook your own goddam dinner, you lazy scumbag, I'm
not your slave." I was surprised, my mother didn't usually swear.
My dad said, "I'm not going to eat these, they taste like ·shit."
But my mother yelled at him, "You eat those potatoes or I'll
dump them over your head and shove the dish up your ass."
"Shhh" he said, "Laurie will1 hear you."

"She's asleep, the stupid little bitch. I swear, I don't know
how my daughter could be such an idiot. I bet the babies got
switched at the hospital."
"Now now, she's just a little bit slow."
"Yeah, and I wonder who she got it from. Are you going to eat
those potatoes?"
My dad always does what mom tells him. I even heard him
scraping the bowl.
After a while I heard a clunk and a crash and then the whole
dining room table fell over. I went downstairs and they were both
flopped out on the floor, like totally dead. It was pretty weird.
I realized that I'd better do something before my brother came
home, because I didn't have enough pills to get rid of him, too.
Luckily we have a brand new garbage disposal, so I took a butcher
knife and cut mom and dad into pieces and put them down the
garbage. It took a long time, and it was kind of messy, but I kept
singing all my favorite Green Day songs, and it made the work
easier.
The only trouble was, the bones wouldn't go down the garbage
disposal, and now I was getting nervous, because my brother would
be home any minute. Then I got an idea. I gathered up all the
bones and carried them out in the back yard and threw them over the
fence to our neighbor's pit bull. He was so happy he didn't even
bark at me.
Then my brother came home. "Where's mom and dad?" he
asked.
"Uh, they went away. To ... uh ... Utah!"
"Utah! Why the hell would they go there?"
"Uh, I think they decided to become Mormons or something."
He looked at me kind of weird and went upstairs to look at his
porno pictures. I went in my room ands .tarted packing my bags.
The next morning, I was at the airport. My own private jet
waiting for me there, and you know what, it was all painted GREEN,
and on the side of it it said "WELCOME ABOARD LAURIE L.,
GREENDAYTOUR '90."
So I went on the plane, and I was the only passenger! And all
the stewardesses just waited on me! And we listened to Green Day
records all the way to Arizona, where the tour was going to start.
When I got there, there was a limo, a GREEN limo, of course,
waiting for me, and this guy in a top hat opened the door for me,
and when I got in the back seat, THERE THEY WERE! All three
them, Billie Joe, Mike, and Tre! !! I was so excited I didn't even
know where to sit, I mean, I didn't know which one I wanted to sit
next to first.

.
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talking
me, and I didn't know
one ~ liked ~-st cause they
were toth so nice, but then I decided I liked Billie Joe better
because Tre kept singing these rap songs that had_a lot ~f bad words
in them. In fact I was surprised that they let him be m the band,
because I didn't think Green Day ever said swear words. Wei~, they
did on that one song, "Knowledge," but that's only because it was
written by that other band, Operation Ivy, who I heard were a bunch
of punk rockers.
Then we went to a show at this place called "Hippycore" and
there were all these people with long hair standing aroun~ eating
vegetables and stuff. It was kind of icky . But the worst thing was
when I found out that some OTHER bands were going to play, too.
I got really mad and said, "Why can't Green Day just play for
three hours. Why do you have to have these other stupid bands?"
Everybody told me to be quiet , that ~e other bands were g?o~,
too. But they weren't . I mean they weren t Green Day . They d1?n t
even have any songs I could sing along to. So I ~ept ~ellmg,
"BOOOOO! You're terrible! We want Green Day!! until so~e
punker girl told me . to shut up or she would rearrange my face with
her bottle opener.
.
I wondered if she was just trying to be friendly, then I decided
she wasn't, so I went outside to wait for my heroes. But when they
finally played, it was worth e~eryu:iing. Bi_llie sang ..e~ery one_of
my favorite songs, and then, nght m the middle of . D1sappeanng
Boy," he stopped and said, "I'd like to dedicat~ this song t? our
special friend Laurie L., who came down from Pinole to be with us
here today. She's just so beautiful and nice, gosh, I know if she was
my girlfriend, I'd never disappear again."
That's when I fainted . When I woke up, the show was over and
they were .packing up the equipment.
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I said, "Billie Joe, did you really mean what you said on
stage."
And he looked at me all sincere, and said, "You know it, babe,
but our love can never be, because I already belong to another.
Besides, you're too young and irmocent for the life of a rock and
roll wife. Take my advice, go back to Pinole and finish high
school, and some day you'll make some lucky man very very
happy."
"But Billie, I'd do anything to be with you . I already did! I
killed my parents just so I could be with you here tonight!!!"
But he just laughed and said, "Really? Killed your parents,
huh? That's pretty cool."
Then we all got in the Green Day tour bus to drive to Los
Angeles. I was pretty excited because I never was in Hollywood
before. I had a map of all the movie stars' houses and everything.
But we didn't see any movie stars, just a bunch of boys with
big hairdos and women that Tre said were prostitutes. I never know
whether to believe him or not, he's kind of mean, you know. I'm
starting to think that maybe he's my least favorite member of
Green Day, because he kept singing that horrible Ice Cube song
that goes "Bitch-killa, bitch-killa." Besides, when I asked him for
his autograph, he said I had to talk to his agent, and when I asked
who his agent was, he started to unzip his pants.
So I screamed, and Billie and Mike told Tre to behave and he
did after that, even though I said I thought they should tie him up or
something until the next show, but Mike said a lot of drummers are
like that, their brains just get rattled around too much from all that
pounding.
·
Then you know what? I saw Billie and Mike drinking out of
BEER BOTTLES!! I was shocked, because they're not even 21, in
fact they're only 18, so I asked them what was the big idea, but
Billie took me aside and whispered, "Listen you've got to keep this
a secret, but there isn't really beer in these bottles."
"There isn't," I asked.
"No, it's really milk. Everybody in Green Day likes milk best
of all, but the thing is, we drink it out of beer bottles because if we
don't people will make fun of us and say we're sissies."
Then I understood, and I felt so sorry for the boys. Peer
pressure is such a terrible thing.
At the show in Hollywood I even got to stay backstage and
everything, but just when the boys were getting ready to play there
was a knock on the dressing room.
"It must be our deli tray," everyone said, but it wasn't, it was
the POLICE! Omigod!! I jumped in front of the officers and said,
"Wait, don't arrest Green Day, it's not beer in those bottles, it's
really just milk!"
He looked at me and said, "Is it now? And your name wouldn't
happen to be Laurie, would it, little lady?"
And I said, "That's my name, don't wear it out"
"Then we'll have to ask you to come with us."
"What do you mean," I screamed, "Are you crazy? Green Day
is going to start playing any minute now!"
But he said, "Sorry, it can't be helped, and they took me in the
back of the police car and handcuffed me and everything, and then I
thought, oh god, !wonder if this has anything to with my parents?"
Sure enough it did . That stupid pit bull dragged one of my dad's
collarbones into the house and his owner found it and called the
police. So I didn't get to see the rest of the tour, and I had to go to
court and everything and now I'm in jail, and I might not get out
until the year 2019.
Oh well. Everyone's pretty nice here and they let me listen to
my Green Day tapes. But they all ask me, was it worth it? Killing
your parents just so you could go on tour with Green Day?
And I just smile, a deep, knowing smile, because I've seen and
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100, and I say, "Of course it was. After all, everyone gets two ..
parents, but there's only one GREEN DAY ."
,.
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Speaking of the Palace being the home of many things, it seems
like it is also at the nexus (Chris , just because you learned a new
word you don't have to use it twice in one column) of r~~ord la~l
activity. As of this writing three labels apparently are affiliated with
the house, DISASTER PRODUCTIONS, PI<:,GLY WIGGLY,
LOOKOUT, and BOBO, (Chris, that's sounds like four to me. A~
you're going to UC Berkeley? . The newest label whose debut 7
comp suprizingly does not have any C_RINGER so1:1~s.Yay, JUX.
NEUROSIS finally unveiled their newest add1t1on,a keyboard
player, at Gilm/lfl- MIKE STAND, longstandi~g scenester who
remembers Neurosis's first show vividly, (yeah, nght, he was about
8 years old ... ) said, "No, thanks." NEUROSIS was playing too
loud to hear him.
TRIBE 8, an all womyn, professed lesbian band was exposed
to the Gilman crowd recently. AARON COMETBUS called the
vocalist "a female STIV BATORS... or just Stiv Bators."
MAXIMUM
ROCKNROLL
RADIO got cancelled
locally no one noticed.

...E:31' ..

SCHERZO, Concord refugees, are setting up for a big suumer
tour. They just finished an LP and to drum up support for its release
have taken to undressing on stage while playing. A strange tum of
ev~nts . ~ay _ha~e forced them to give up this gimmick: an
umdent1f1edh1pp1egot onstage with his pants down and proceeded to
hump JONNY Pl!N!'O's leg. ~onny plays guitar and sings for
SCHERZO. He d1dnt seem to mind much or maybe he just didn't
notice.
On the subject of pointless self-promotion , the WYNONA
RYDERS w~re spreading a rumor that they would be playing a
secret show with the RAMONES somewhere in Oakland. Just as the
story took hold, th,e show was conveniently, I mean, tragically
cance!)did
e . _t oesn t matter much anyway
.
because the RAMONES
have only hke one half of an original member, right?
_ROBERT EGG~L~NT continues to sell out the scene by
h~ldmg o'.f ..on the pn~tm~ o~~ the next issue of Absolutely
Z,p~o until the market 1s nght. And yes, he is still living on the
profits he gets from his bootleg FUGAZI shirts.
THADICUS Big Duck Zine ROBINSON
is making his
escape from Sacramento to the East Bay, which is almost as rad as
Humboldt where he's originally from, to fulfill his dream of joining
the reformed BUMBLESCRUMP.
Speaking of BUMBLESCRUMP, the recent armouncement of
plans for the_reformation of the ·band has caused a furor in the punk
scene. Longtime scenesters who remember the band's infamous "Tour
to Die On" where they completely destroyed the scene in four cities
and heavily wounded the scene in six others, have been pouring mail
~d ,phone calls to ~axi~~m ~ocknR~ll. Questi~ns_ r~nge from:
lsn t there a law against 1t? to Does this mean the1r limited edition
7" EP won't be worth as much?" MRR refused to take a side in the

riWl.. .-"'--... controversy.
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DLA TZ on tour? Sort of. Our beloved septet carried the FSU
. message to southern California at the end of January and expect to be
featured on the cover of Flipside soon. Shortly thereafter the boys
and girls went into the studio to record their half of the split LP
they're doing with soulmates FILTH. JESSE MICHAELS, who's
doing the cover art, suggested Sidi Split as a title for the project.
Has a certain resonance, don't ou think?

1' HA., 7 e.ss-eJ\'tt<:.H
A~tr rf.L-\.Dw
One of the longest lived San Francisco punk institutions, the
legendary RA THO USE met its demise when Head Rat DA VE_MD~
vacated the premises and headed back East where he enrolled m (this
is the truth, really) TRUCKDRIVING SCHOOL. Yes, after ten
(actually, I think it's closer to twelve) years of MDC, Dave has
finally decided to get a job.
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And what about MOC? Their future was uncertain for a while, but
now they're recording yet another album, following a c;..>uple tours
with a new bassist and guitarist (MATT MACALL, formerly of
OPERATION IVY and DOWNFALL, and BILL COLLINS,
formerly of just about every East Bay band of the early to mid-80s).
Matt has hooked up again with LINT, his old partner from the
Downfall-OP IV (and BASIC RADIO) days to form a new ·band
, called GENERATOR
(the drummer is MIKE of CAPITOL
PUNISHMENT, FANG, and HELL'S KITCHEN fame), but has
agreed to do one more album with MDC ("Being in MDC is like
being in the Marines," Matt was heard to proclaim, "you never really
get out'').
And Bill? He's a dad, now. He was handing out cigars at
Gilml!,n. So no more MDC touring for him, probably. Does this
mean the end of yet another era? Probably not. I'd be very surprised
if MDC disappears permanently. I look for them to follow in the
footsteps of one of Dave's favorite bands, the GRATEFUL DEAD,
and still be touring well into the next century.
Speaking of old-time bands, though, rumors were fl)ling about a
one-time-only DEAD KENNEDYS reunion. Should have been
exciting, but it all it turned out to be was the various DKs members
performing with their current projects and BIAFRA wearing a "I
went to a falsely advertised Dead Kennedys reunion and all I got was
this lousy T-Shirt" shirt.
Biafra made it up for the tail end of REDWOOD SUMMER,
by the way, and came back sporting a Messiah-like beard and
proclaiming the glories of hemp cultivation as a means of saving the
world. An easy target for hippie-hating hardcores, but he was right
on with what he had to say. I wonder how many of these so-called
punks will be as open-minded and creative as Biafra when they're in
their 30s. They certainly aren't now.
I also ran into Biafra in, of all places, San Francisco's
RAINBOW GROCERY (I was later told by assistant manager JOE
BRITZ that Mr. ·B is a regular customer). Anyway, I was reassured
when I noticed that Jello was stocking up on chocolate chip cookies,
not braised tofu or strangled seaweed, but then I spied the extra-large
container of wheat grass juice he was toting. Ahal The SF
protopunk turns out to be a closet health food nut! But Biafra assured
me that the wheat grass juice was merely a remedy for his allergies,
the only one he'd ever tried that works. I couldn't help thinking,
though, of a story I heard years ago about some big time European
peace-and-vegie-punx coming to dinner with Biafra and his then-wife
only to be tormented by brazenly displayed hunks of semi-raw steak.
Whatever happened to STIKKY????
Every once in a while
their name crops up on a flier, but they're notorious no-shows; I
haven't heard of them actually playing a show in way over a year.
Maybe this is all part of some campaign to throw a shroud of
mystique over the true originators of geekcore. Stikky drummersinger TODD WILDER is a full-on south bav rasta dude now with

reggae band INKA-INKA. They've got a new CD out, and had a big
writeup in BAM, the Bay Area's cutting edge music mag. Never
mentioned Stikky once, though. A little cultural amnesia, Todd?
Let's cut from BAM to an equally lame West Bay mag, the SF
WEEKLY. Those of you who care about such things will know that
BAM annually hosts a wretched affair called the BAMMIES (Bay
Area Music Awards) at which some bloated fossils who were
cryogenically frozen sometime in the mid- 70s dress up in penguin
suits and schmooze around each other's butts while honoring the
likes of CARLOS SANT ANA and EDDIE MONEY for their
contributions to the "Bay Area music scene."
Well, the SF Weekly decided that the Bammies had become "too
mainstream" (dude, they were too mainstream before they started) and
started their own stupid awards scene, the WAMMIES. Great idea,
right. Except the so-called W ammies are just as lame and mainstream
as the Bammies, only no one's ever even heard of most of the
Wammie nominees (unless they're part of the select inner circle who
hang around in the middle-aged wannabe Frisco hipster bars. Bands
like MR. T EXPERIENCE, GREEN DAY, SAMIAM, who've
played to far more people and sold far more records (not to mention
the apparently minor detail of playing far, far better music) don't
even get mentioned. Get a clue, dudes .
Actually, even the Bammies may be hipper than the Wammies.
SWEET BABY's 1989 release It's A Girl got nominated for a
Bammie (didn't win, of
course) Which
means that if Sweet Baby
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hadn't broken up they might have got a chance to meet JOEL
CORDINGS and has so far released, among other things, a
SEL VIN, who, god help us all, is back slinging his legendarily
NEUROSIS live 7" and a 7" ecology compilati<>n,-and is currently
turgid prose for the San Francisco Chronicle. Just in case we were in
working on a 7" box set and still another 7" featuring all
any doubt, he reassured us that the new EDDIE MONEY material
DISCHARGE covers.
was "especially particularly" good,_I kid you not.
ECONOCHRIST have been in the East Bay long enough now
And if you wondered what 1s happening to education in this
to acquire some respectability, even if they haven't managed to
country, I need only remind you that the aforementioned Mr. Selvin
shake their accents. They've also managed to put out a pretty
is employed as a teacher at the otherwise distinguished San Francisco
goshdarn good album called "Ruination" or "Tamation" or
State University. This news comes to us courtesy of maJor goon
something like that, on Very Small Records, and are planning to tour
DEVON MORF (his real name, he claims) who somehow managed
Europe this summer.
to find himself enrolled in the Selvin seminar (doesn't pay to show
SCOTT, the infamous Benicia drummer-boy, sadly lost one of
up for registration still bearing the effects of the previous month's
his bands due to a death in the family ... Namely, CHUCK
recreational drugs, does it, Devie?).
MONSULA'S guitar. It seems that Scott and Chuck weren't quite
But you may rest assured that the minds of our youth and the
seemg eye to eye one night at practice and Scott sort of broke
nation of which they are the future leaders remain out of danger since
Chuck's guitar. He was then sort of kicked out of the band.
Selvin seldom bothered to show up, Devon assures us. I was worned
Memorable quotes: "I didn't mean to break it, but I'm glad I did;" "I'm
that Dev might get a bad grade for letting this sort of gossip out
gonna pay for it."
especially if it turns up in HERB CAEN's column, but I think hes
Speaking of MONSULA and drummers, Jeff who used to tool
safely passed the class by now.
with FUEL, is now thumping for MONSULA. Their first show
PAUL MONSULA, vying to become the Bay Areas ultimate
with him at Gilman was full of crazy antics. Paul was forced to cry
pierced boy, spent the winter working in the ladies lingerie
out as he was being dragged down by a bunch of smiling, sweaty
TZ,
department of some luxury SF department store ANNIE BLATZ
geeks, This is not an ISOCRACY show!" Jeff seemed to be taking
she of the diminutive stature and ear-piercing screams, will be
1t all m stnde except for when the crowd began chanting,
leaving the East Bay this fall to attend school at Evergreen State
"Cottleston Pie! Cottleston Pie!" They were unable to play it because
Hippie College up there in northwestern Washington. How will
Jeff doesn't know that one. Of course that's MONSULA's only
BLATZ carry on without her? Annie can scream so loud that a
song of any worth - too bad CRINGER wrote it.
thousand miles may not make that much difference. Rumors continue
FIL TH is on tour right now. They started things off with a
I
to fly, by the way, of possible wedding bells (?!?) for Annie and
show in Chico and a few East Bay well-wishers went to see them off
former Green Day skinbeater AL SOBRANTE.
only to catch them all teary-eyed at the realization that they really
ANNA, the other Blatz girl, finally came back from Belgium,
would miss home and all their friends. That's probably true, if they
looking glamorous as all get out... Speaking of glamorous, UC
manage to stay on tour for over two weeks.
Berkeley Smart Punk JOE DAVIS finally spiked up his foot and a
The new Wordburger fanzine would be out right now if the
half high flourescent green and blue mohawk the day before he left
masters hadn't been destroyed in a fire.
town. A yuppie lady drove her Volvo into a telephone pole while
Speaking of zines, there's a certain house in Oakland that seems
gawking. And speaking of the UCB SMART PUNX KLUB, L.
to be a nexus of the zine world. Not really, but four zine editors do
Livermore is in danger of losing his presidency (which goes to the
live there. Besides having a dumb name, the Big House, or more
SP with the highest grade point average). He easily snagged it for
aptly titled, the Palace Of Fine Fartz, is the residence of DEB
fall semester with his most distinguished 3.92 (the professor who
DISASTER, a West Bay refugee, is editor of Lintfit, a magazine
ruined his· perfect 4.0 by giving him an A- was none other than
devoted to Lint the boy, not the fuzzy stuff. The first issue came with
onetime SOS leader TODD GITLIN - so much for revolutionary
solidarity). But spring semester saw Livermore's level of scholastic
achievement flagging somewhat, and he may have to relinquish his
AIT GRAVES.
top dog status to Joe or to zinester/radical TA
Livermore is making a last ditch effort by cla1mmg that his classes,
being senior level, should count for more than Joe and Tait's
freshman and sophomore fluff, but they don't seem to be going for it.
DAVE EC (that's El Cerrito to you, stranger) has left FILTH
and was replaced by TOBY, once (briefly) of DOWNFALL. As for
Dave, in addition to holding down a prestigious position in the
perishables division of yuppie supermarket Living Foods, he's
gotten back together with his old band, the VAGRANTS.
Another East Bay supergroup in the making? How about
AARON COMETBUS on drums, BILLIE JOE GREEN DAY
and MIKE FUEL on guitar, and BILL MONSULA on bass? No, I
don't know who sings.
FUEL broke up after JIM moved back to Toronto. Their Rough
A
Trade LP has been discontinued and is now only available as an
import CD. PLAID RETINA has a new LP/cassette on VERY
SMALL, and a CD of (I guess) the same stuff on Fresno's DUCK
BUTTER RECORDS. Speaking of butter, haven't heard much a 7" comp that sported songs by LUPO, LIBIDO BOYZ,
CHRIST ON A CRUTCH, and who else? CRINGER. #2 should
from LUNGBUTTER lately. It's harsh, but we're muddling
through.
AARON RUBIN plays bass for the MR. T be out soon. Besides Deb, JOSH SAWHORSE, who lives there
EXPERIENCE and also just graduated from UC Berkeley with a too, does a little zine called Notes From The Lighthouse, one
degree in philosophy (that makes three out of four MTXers with of those personal yet philosophical deals. AARON COMETBUS
college degrees; drummer ALEX's education is still, shall we say, in is allegedly sleeping there too, and we all know what zine he does.
progress). Aaron also recently became a DJ at KA L X and He says a new issue of Cometbus will be around soonish. Aaron,
Lastly zinewise, CHRIS APPELCORE rents
immediately distinguished himself by writing "I prefer Foghat" on what does that
room upstairs
at that Palace It used to be a massage room and boy,
the little review tags attached to over 1000 records in the KALX a
library. Very existential of him, don't you think? The Mr. T does 1t smell like 1t. His zme, Puddle 1s vastly underrated which is
Experience are starting on a new album, their fifth (fourth and a half, probably good because if anyone ever really noticed it they might
see how cheesy it is. He's working on #7 right now. After the
actually) this summer.
JOHN YATES, formerly of England and Maximum Rocknroll financial fiasco of #5, he made #6 only one page long because, as he
and currently of ALTERNATIVE
TENTACLES, has been put it, no one would read a longer one anyway." He was seen
regularly cranking out his increasingly excellent magazine crumpling up the one-pager and throwing it at potential readers in
Reportedly,
he has gotten no response
Punchline.
He's also started his own label, ALL IE D line for the show at Gilman.
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(and anything

you don't

by Chris and/or Larry
like, the other one wrote It)

EAST BAY PUNK IS DEAD? That was the headline on a
Maximum Rocknroll ad placed by a bunch of Frisco malcontents
trying to capitalize on the jealousy that punks in less fortunate
environments have toward the source of all true punkness.
The ad was for a compilation record put out by the SHRED OF
DIGNITY/ILLIN'
NOISE people the ones responsible for the
Women's Building shows, the first cool all-ages gigs the West Bay
has had in years (which have since been shut down by
annoying/annoyed neighbors).
And while SHAWN, RICHARD, MATT, DEB D., and
others did a comm_endablejob in bringinga glimmer of life back into
the the long-dead Frisco scene, it's kind of pathetic that they have to
glom on to East Bay glory to lend legitimacy to their own efforts
(Deb of course has since seen the light and moved to the East Bay).
I mean, face it, of the bands on the record, one, BLISTER, is
East Bay, and another; CRINGER, might as well be. Plus the whole
Women's Building scene was inspired by Gilman Street, and the best
Women's Building shows by far have been the ones that featured East
Bay b·ands. Like _the one in December, when BLATZ totally stole
the show, even th9ugh they had to open, thanks to some screwy
West Bay logic. Half the crowd walked out on headliners NAUSEA,
but Blatz had the crowd eating out of their hands, not to mention tied
up in several miles of loose videotape. Other highlight of the night:
FILTH. From guess where ...
Not to promote too much of this regionalism, I mean some of
my best friends are from Frisco and all that... And I do see signs that
at long last something worthwhile is coming out of the city that
gave us JOURNEY and SANTANA. Still, I don't think there's
much hope for Frisco until the depression hits full force and all the
yuppies have to move away and the rents come down again to a level
where punks can afford to live there. And then they've still got to do
something about that weather, I mean forty mile an hour Arctic winds
barreling down off of Twin Peaks and scattering garbage in
everyone's face in not my idea of what California should be about.
Something about the Frisco atmosphere affects the music, too, I
swear. On the bright side, many Frisco bands are finally getting
over recycling the 1970s and are moving on to the early 80s. Just
like SUB POP ...
Oh yeah, something else happened in Frisco last year. TIM
YOHANNAN finally saw his dream of a volunteer-run record storecum-community center realized. It's called EPICENTER, and is
located at 475 Valencia near 16th Street in the Mission District. It's
all right, except like all PC enterprises (that's Politically Correct,
not Personal Computer, for you techno-dweebs), it can get a little
weird at times. Like they won't carry any "major label" product, even
though the line between major and independent has become
hopelessly blurred in recent years. One result is that you can buy a
used Australian reissue of an old RAMONES record for like $9, but
you can't buy the Sire/Warner Brothers version of the same record,
even though that usually costs about $4 used. There are almost no
records from outside the narrow parameters of Real Punk, leaving the
selection awfully thin. Out of all the times I've been there, I've
managed to find about five records that I wanted.
And CDs? Forget it; the handful of punk CDs that they carry are
super cheap, but they're mostly super cheese as well. Bear in mind
that highly placed members of the Epicenter power structure are of
the opinion that "punk CDs" is a contraction in terms. Example: the
opinion of Mr. Yohannan is that CDs "have no soul." As opposed to
pieces of vinyl, which of course are brimming over with that
ineffable quality, even if over 100,000 Jraquis did have to die to
ensure continued Western control over the oil that punk rock records
are made from.
All carping aside, though, Epicenter is performing a vital
service to the community (and I don't mean providing it with cheap
punk rock records, either; the importance of places like Epicenter is
that they give communities space to grow and to set down roots m),
and the idealism of the volunteers who run it is inspiring. They've

also been putting on political/ cultural type events and occasional
live music, like THE EX and CHUMBAWAMBA , for example.
Speaking of which, I caught the Chumbas two nights running
(at the Women's Building and Gilman) and also had the pleasure of
interviewing them for KALX radio. Some of the truly hardcore
punksters cast aspersions on the more or less disco sound of the new
Chumbawamba ("They're like WHAM only they don't dress as well
and can't dance," sneered New York metalcore maven DEVON
MORF) but the rest of us who can't dance but do anyway were in hell
heaven. It was better than the BEE GEES live at the Palladium in
1978.
.
ROUGH TRADE distribution went out of business, leaving no
one particularly bummed out except for all the people and labels they
owed money to. Among the labels hit hard was NEW RED
ARCHIVES, who are apparently out some 50 grand. Hopefully this
won't interfere with NRA's plans to release the new SAMIAM LP.
Samiam's first LP has sold some 13,000 copies and is far and away
the label's biggest succes story.

OUT
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Most bands have a hard enough time finding one good drummer,
but for a while GREEN DAY had two. Original skinster AL
SOBRANTE (yes, ISOCRACY fans, that one), moved to Arcata to
go to college last fall and TRE COOL of the LOOKOUTS moved
in to fill his rather big shoes. But Al was still the permanent
drummer, or so he claimed, even though he only played one show
with the band all fall. But he did tum up in lime to play a sold-out
gig with BAD RELIGION at Petaluma's Phoemx Theater in
January and a mini-tour of the Pacific Northwest (Along with
BRENT'S TV). Since then, nada; Green Day has been playing tons
of shows with Tre (some people have even taken to calling them
Green Tre) and have started recording their second LP (title: Welcome
to Slapville) with him, too. They're touring the US this summer,_and
expect to hit Europe in the fall. Also upcommg (be warned). the
Green Day video.
Still more Green Day poop: the teen hearthrobs have been
making a big splash playing lunch time concerts at Sonoma County
high school campuses. Their latest, at Sebastopol High School,
came about after the student body president saw a picture of someone
wearing a Green Day T-shirt in Seventeen magazine.
SCREECHING WEASEL is back together and recording a
new LP that may turn out to be the first non-California release for
Lookout Records. Noted California hater BEN WEASEL has
apparently managed to swallow his pride and will actually bnng his
crew to California to record in July ( Hey, 1f 1t helps to move more
product, I'll record the damn thing in the USSR," the colorful Mr.
Weasel is supposed to have remarked). The recording sessions will
come in the middle of yet
another epic
US tour for the Weasels.
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Does anyone remember that the original name of VERY
SMALL RECORDS was FUCK TWELVE . INCH RECORDS?
No LPs, no cassettes, just T"s and 10"s was the plan of label master
DAVID HA YES. Well, times change; apparently, because the next
Very Small release will come in LP, cassette, and CD. It's an album
from SLEEP, formerly known as ASBESTOS DEATH (giving
rise to a whole round of "Asbestos Death, What's That?" jokes).
Also upcoming from Very Small (Very Big?): a joint CD release with
VINYL
COMMUNICATIONS
featuring the the two labels'
greatest hits so far, and a double LP compilation.
CITIZEN FISH, the new band featuring DICK LUCAS,
formerly of CULTURE SHOCK and the SUBHUMANS, rolled
through town a couple months ago and took CRINGER away with
them, earning the undying gratitude of the entire state of California.
Citizen Fish is a pretty fair blend of both of Dick's previous bands,
and wowed the 50 or 75 people, myself included, who showed up to
see them in Petaluma (most of their other Bay Area shows were
packed). Yet another plus for Citizen Fish: Cringer still haven't
come back.
AARON COMETBUS rolled, or should we say drifted back
into town just before Xmas after a six-month sabbatical in
Minnesota, bearing a brand-new issue· of Cometbus fanzine (#25).
It wasn't equal in size or scope to his magnum opus, #24, a 112-page
chronicle of absolute radness that can deservedly be called the

greatest fanzine ever made (even Sassy magazine chimed in with a
rave review), but still totally worth having. Aaron then moved on to
Arcata for a few months where he joined a new band which may or
may not have ever played a show. Now he's back in Berkeley and
working on C ometbus #26 (in add1t1on to his chores as guest
columnist for that other famous zine, Thrasher.
And as long as we're in the Arcata area, might as well catch on
some scene gossip from that mysterious land. Shows were few and
far between this past year, once KHSU chief scuzzball PARKER
VAN
HECKE pulled the plug on NIGHT
TRAIN
PROCUCTIONS, the group of DJs and students who brought_so
many great shows to Arcata in 1989-90. Not content with putting
Night Train out of business, Van Hecke also _blackened their
reputation by stealing their name and allowing 1l to be used in
connection with a dimwitted attempt to stage a DEATH ANGEL
concert in Southern Humboldt. The concert totally flopped (the $17
door price might have had something to do with that), giving Van
Hecke the excuse (as if he needed one) to kill Night Tra1i:1once and
for all. Never mind that the real Night Tram Productions never
charged more than $5 for shows and recycled all profits back mto
KHSU. Oh well, that's old news...
.
.
Among this year's developments: except for a bnef wmter
reunion tour, BRENT'S TV more or less doesn't exist, but some of
the members have gone on to form THE FABULOUS DUKES OF
BURL who have a sort of similar sound, at least vocally, thanks to
singer 'JOHN "THE GENERAL" DENERY. John has also
teamed up with his HSU buddy JESS to form something called (I
think I'm remembering this right) the LOVE WARRIORS. This
live wire trio (with CHRIS from Brent's TV on drums) features,
among other things, a trombone.
.
.
The remnants of the band Aaron Cometbus was jamming with
went on to coalesce into SO FOOT HESHER, who may or may not
actually have ever played a show. Their drummer hurl himself while
combing his hair the day of their big gig at the International Beer

Garden which was probably the show of the year for Arcata (yeah,
there was the massive NO MEANS NO/ VICTIM'S FAMILY/
NUISANCE/ GRIMACE extravaganza in March, but that was in
Eureka.
WD-40 broke up, _butmost of the members became GARDEN
WEASEL, who are better. ONE MAN RUNNING is a new band
with a kind of catchy sound. They and Garden Weasel both played at
the IBG fest. Also present at the Beer Garden were Mr. and Mrs.
Quitty, the parents of original Hesh Monster John Quilty, of Brent's
TV, Dukes of Burl, and 50 Foot Hesher. They came to see their baby
graduate from college, stayed for the show, and permanently endeared
themselves to everyone in Arcata who met them. A sample of the
Quitty style: Mr. Quittner to ERIN YANKE and a couple other pals:
"You know, as proud as we are of John for graduating from college,
we're even prouder of his choice of friends." Even Quitty, Jr. was
forced to act halfway civilized for a few days.
What else happened in Arcata? AL SOBRANTE, that's what.
Unused to big city celebrities, some elements of the Arcata scene had
a difficult time adjusting to the flamboyant East Bay refugee. By
year's end almost everyone had at least one A. Sobrante story, and
some could provide you with graphic re-enactions of whole A.
Sobrante raps ("Did I ever tell you about the time we were on tour in
Connecticut? I did? Well, let me tell you again.") Al's back in the
East Bay for the summer, but still has at least one more year of
college to go in Arcata.
Eureka scenester LEUMAS NONNED has been working on a
It's called No Hazardous
Waste
zine with his pal JOSH.
Anywhere, a takeoff on the No Scene Anywhere that published
about three or four issues in Arcata before moving to Sacramento
without being greatly missed because it didn't say much about Arcata
anyway. Or maybe the problem was that editor BILL BERG
sported a beard ('There ought to be some kind of rule," opined Aaron
Cometbus, "that zine editors aren't allowed to have beards").
Also in the fanzine department, East Bay Division: Tales of
Blarg, which I persist in referring to as the female equivalent of
Absolutely
Zippo,
even though publisherer
O LG A

V
SNODGRASS will probably put a contract out on me for linking
her in the public mind with the legendary excrescences of MR
EGGPLANT
A high point of Blarg #2 is reprinted elsewhere in
this magazine, a delightful little story called "My Adventure With
Green_Day" by one LAURIE L. This girl definitely has a future as a
chronicler of the East Bay scene. Oh yeah, Olga's rad too; write to
her at PO Box 4047/ Berkeley CA 94704 and send her some money
and maybe she'll send you her magazine.
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Ever wonder why some folks in Eureka
seem like they're missing a few brain
eel ls? Maybe they've been breathing the
air or drinking the water. Or maybe
they've just been reading the...

Today's Weather
MoStly sunny with increasing
hydrocarbonsandtoxicsootthisaftemoonleadingtoachanceoflight
acid mist by evening. Tomorrow: Dark clouds of mysterious origins.

EurekaSub-Standard
Eureka, California

June 30, 1991

Good News For NorthCoast Forests:

PL STUDY SHOWS REDWOODS
MORENUMEROUS THAN EVER
The California redwood, far from being an endangered species,
is now more numerous than ever, according to a scientific study
commissioned by Pacific Lumber, the Sub-Standard learned today.
"Despite what you might hear from the rabid preservationists,
the fact is that there are now more redwoods growing in Humboldt
County than there were when the white man first arrived here," said
PL spokesperson Mary Bullfinkel.
When asked how this could be true, Bullfinkel pointed out that,
"It• s a simple matter of arithmetic. For every redwood Pacific Lumber
cuts, another six are planted. Multiply that by the thousands of
redwoods that PL has cut in the past couple years, and it's obvious that
the redwood population is enjoying its greatest increase ever."
One bushy-haired, bearded reporter, apparently affiliated with
the radical environmentalist Los Angeles Times, questioned
Bullfinkel's figures, asking whether six redwood seedlings could
fairly be compared to a full-grown redwood tree.
"It's true the seedlings are small now," conceded Bullfinkel,
"but they will grow. All these magnificent redwoods that we're
cutting now were once seedlings too, you know." She went on to point
out that old-growth redwoods were, to put it bluntly, "hogs" when it
came to land and water use. "Why, in the same.area occupied by one
of those giant old trees, we could easily plant a hundred seedlings,"
she explained, "and the water consumed by one three hundred foot
redwood could irrigate an entire tree farm."
The new study proving that Pacific Lumber was helping rather
than hurting the environment came as good news to PL's owner,
Charles Hurwitz of the Maxxam Corporation. Pressure from environmentalists and obstruction by state agencies has put a serious crimp in
Hurwitz's earnings oflate, forcing the Wall Street magnate to scrape
by on as little as $20 million a year.
"Hopefully this news will encourage the Department of Forestry
to get on the ball and approve some more of our Timber Harvest
Plans," said Hurwitz from his Houston mansion. "Otherwise they're
only going to be hurting innocent workers and their families."
PL workers celebrated the news by a ceremonial revving up of
their chain saws, in what has become a tradition at the beginning of
each new clear cut. "Mr. Hurwitz has been dam good to us," said one,
"and it's areal shame that these radicals are making life so tough on
him. The way I see it, he's the all-American success story, a guy who
just got out there and worked hard and made a good living for
himself."
Other workers echoed those sentiments. "Hell, I love Mr.
Hurwitz," said one Scotia father of three. "If he's hurting, I think us
guys at the mill would be willing to take a pay cut to keep him from
going under. I know he's got our best interests at heart." "He could

use our pension fund, too," chimed in another. "Hell, we won't need
it till we're 65."
There was almost universal agreement among all those present
that in light of these new findings, environmentalists should call off
all demonstrations and go back where they came from. As one worker
colorfully put it, "Maybe they ought to try getting a job for a change."

Eureka'sFast Food Industry:A
"Hot"OpportunityFor Area Teens
"There's nothing to do around here." The perennial cry of the
bored teenager faced with the long weeks of summer vacation
yawning ahead of him. What parent hasn't heard that complaint and
wondered how to deal with it?
Some well-intentioned parents simply load their offspring. up
with a little cash and turn them loose at the mall, unaware that pitfalls
like drugs, alcohol, and premarital sex lurk behind the seemingly
pleasant facades of the shops and restaurants and their beguiling neon
glow.
But a growing number of Eureka teens, too ambitious to squander their free hours just "hanging out," are finding challenging and
fulfilling employment at the area's many fast food restaurants.
"It's great," declares fresh-faced Ralph Mosely, atl 7 already an
assistant night manager at Burger King. "I'm a people kind of person.
I love working with the public, and sooneror later ,just about everyone
comes into Burger King."
Mosely, who has already deposited over $100 into his bank
account since beginning work at Burger King a year ago, is looking
forward to a 25¢ an hourraise in about three months. "Of course that's
only if the company can afford it," he states loyally. "After all, if the
company doesn't do good, none of us will have jobs."
With his 18th birthday approaching, Mosely was looking forward to enlisting in the United States Marine Corps and "kicking some
Iraqi butt." He was, naturally, disappointed, at the war's unexpectedly quick conclusion. His ultimate goal, though, is a fulltime
position at one of Eureka's pulp mills. "People will always need
paper,"he says, "so I know I'd be doing something worthwhile with
my life. Besides, there• s something special about working at the pulp
mills. I think every red-blooded Eureka kid has a special feeling for
the mills. Whenever I come home after being away, and I see those
smokestacks and those big old plumes, well heck, I get all kind of
choked up, because to me, that is Eureka."
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Mosely's advice to other young people looking forward to a
career in the pulp mills: don't wait until you're 18 to apply. Start
getting some work experience now. The fast food industry, he feels,
is one of the best possible places to start.
"Sure, the pay isn't the grnatest," he admits, "and they work us
pretty dam hard. But gosh, we're just kids; we can't expect to start at
the top."
But what about charges that fast food providers like Burger King
and McDonald's are having a disastrous effect on environment,
bulldozing and burning thousands of acres of Latin American rain
forests for grazing land and generating thousands of tons of nonbiodegradable waste, particularly ozone-destroying styrofoam?
"That's just a bunch of crap," avers Mosely. "I'm sick of those
environmentalists trying to tell good hard-working Americans how to
live their lives. We built this country without any advice from those
liberal crackpots, and I reckon we can keep it going just fine without
their help. If they don't like it, they should go somewhere else. At
least that's what my dad says."

Pulp Mill Emissions Good For
You, Latest Scientific Evidence
Shows
Contrary to charges frequently lodged by radical environmental
groups, new evidence clearly demonstrates that emissions from
Eureka's two pulp mills are not only harmless, but may actually be
beneficial, officials of the Louisiana-Pacific and Simpson Corporations announced today.
The billowing plumes of smoke and steam emanating from
Eureka' s "Twin Towers"have caused concern, particularly since they
are often associated with that peculiarly pungent smell that tourists
and newcomers sometimes find it hard to adjust to, but which longtime locals know and love as 'That Eureka Effervescence."
"The fact is," said Louisiana-Pacific spokesman Joe Wheeler,
"that there'snotadarn thing wrong with the airqualityhereinEureka.

I don't know why people think air has to smell the same everywhere.
When you go to Paris, you don't expect the people to speak German
and eat chop suey. Then why do they expect Eureka to smell like
Garberville? I'll tell you what I smell when I'm downwind from the
pulp mill. I smell jobs. And money. Money for the community.
Money for little league baseball, and shopping malls, and new cars
and burgers roasting on a barbeque pit in backyards all over town.
That's right, in other words, I smell America. And what's wrong with
that?"
Mr. Wheeler did not limit his remarks to this emotional appeal,
however. According to local fisherman, he pointed out, fish are much
easier to catch in the warm effluent that pours into the Pacific Ocean
from the pulp mills. "Why, they tell me the fish just sort of lay there,
as if they were sunbathing, waiting for Mr. Fisherman to come along
and plop them into the net. And where else on the north coast, let me
ask you, is the water that warm? Why, surfers don't even need a
wetsuit. I'll tell you, another decade and we just might be calling
Eureka Malibu North."
Wheeler reserved special scorn for the Surf Riders Foundation,
which has sued to have the pulp mills closed on the grounds that they
discharge dangerous chemicals which have caused surfers to break
out in serious skin rashes and other medical problems.
"You show me a surfer," he said, "and I'll show you a walking
- or floating - drug problem. No wonder they have bad complexions.
Besides, let me remind all those anti-logging, anti-industry types,
surfboards are made from wood, aren't they? And they're made in
factories, too, let's not forget."
Wheeler's presentation to a joint meeting of the Eureka City
Council and the Humboldt County Board of Supervisors was greeted
with a standing ovation, and the two bodies passed a resolution
commending the Louisiana-Pacific and Simpson Corporations for
their service to the community. Supervisor Anna Sparks made a
special point of acknowledging Wheeler's public spirit in taking time
from his many duties to reassure the citizens of Humboldt County that
their health and environment were in good hands. "It's people like Mr.
Wheeler that make all my hard work as a Supervisor worthwhile," the
fiery redhead proclaimed, before moving on to the next item of
business, a pet project of hers under which Eureka's homeless
population would be relocated into special "laborre-education camps."
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